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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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In Our 93rd Year

Murrayans Injured
In Accident Near
Paris, Baby Killed

Mrs. Willie Everett calls to say
they killed a snake as lung as a
An eight months old baby,
hoe handle and about as big in
the middle as a pint jar. It was Latonya DeVette Patterson,
gray on top and coppery un- Henry, Tenn.,'Route Two, was
fatally injured and seven other
derneath.
persons, including four from
Don't know what kind it was. It Murray, were injured in a two
was probably harntless as are car accideM-which occurred
most snakes in this area. We Saturday at 4:15 p.m. on U. S.
have only three that are Highway 641 between Puryear,
dangerous, the Copperhead, the Tenn., and Paris, Tenn.
Injured were the following:
Rattle Snake and the Cotton
-Mrs. Dortha Mae PatMouth.
terson, mother of the dead
The Cotton Mouth is usually child, listed in serious condition
around water while the other at the Henry County General
two are found most anywhere. Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
-Mrs. Callie Patterson, age
Snakes have been feared ever 20, driver of one of the cars,
since the Garden of Eden in- listed in poor condition at the
cident and personify evil. Ac- Henry County Hospital.
-Robert L. Patterson, age 23,
tually they do a lot of good ,by
cleaning up insects, mice,..W."
.husband of Mrs. Cattle PatYou will not find any rats where terson, listed in fair condition at
the Henry County Hospital..
a good Black Racer lives.
-Frederica. Jones, age 25,
Going home the other day and Murray, driver of one of the
we see a flock of small birds cars, treated and released at
pestering a large bird we the Henry County Hospital.
-Mrs. Agnes Radford, age
thought might be an Owl. It
turned out to be a Red Tailed 23, Murray, listed in poor
Hawk and it lumbered along condition at the Henry County
trying to move out of the area General Hospital where she
where the small birds were. gave birth to a still born child on
They were Swallows or Sunday morning.
-Anita Jackson, age 29,
something akin to them. The big
Hawk climbed higher and Murray, hospitalized at Henry
higher to escape the small County Hospital overnight but
released on Sunday.
pestering birds.
-Teresa Jackson, age six,
A rather ludicrous situation Murray, also hospitalized at
County
Hospital
since the Hawk could gobble Henry
them all up if he could get at overnight but released on
them. They would dive bomb Sunday
him repeatedly.
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We showed Wilson Woolley the
Killdeer's nest and we left him
taking a picture of the bird.
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A trumpet teacher has been
described as a "tooter tutor".
Good advertising line from
Jaguar "To a world filled with
compromise, we make no
contribution".

as active
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Trooper Daniel said the
CAMPAIGNING FOR THEIR HISBANDS-Mrs. Hubert Humphrey, left, campaigns at a senior
Patterson car, going south on
641, slipped off the right side of citizens'center,and Mrs. George McGovern,left in right photo, attends a luncheon and fashion show
the highway, and in attempting as they try to boost their husbands' chances in the June 6 California primary. Both wives work more
to get back on the road, the car than 18 hours a day. Here they are in the Los Angeles area.
AP Wirephoto
swung completely across the
center line and struck the Jones
car on the right side of the road
almost head on. The Jones car,
going south on 641, apparently
swung to the right in an attempt
to avoid a collission as the car
was off the road on its side of the
highway, Trooper Daniel said.
The Jones-Patterson accident
occurred five miles north of
Paris, Tenn. Passengers in the
Jones car were Mrs. Agnes
Radford, Anita Jackson, and
Teresa Jackson, all of Murray.
Passengers in the Patterson car
were Mrs. Dortha Mae Patterson and her baby, Latonya
DeVette, and Robert L. Patterson of Henry, Tenn., Route
Two.

This is the fifth person to be
killed on highways in Henry
County in the past month and
the ninth persons this year.

Two accidents
were investigated and a number of
citations were issued over the
weekend by the Murray City
Police Department.
At 4:28 p.m. Friday, an accident occurred at the intersection of 6th and Main
Streets.
Cars 'involved were a 1971
two-door hardtop, driven by
Garnet Dean Alexander, Fox
Meadows Trailer Court, and a
1968 four-door sedan, driven by
'John Casper Neubauer, Box
656, according to police reports.
Investigating officers said the
two cars were traveling north
on 6th Street when the- accident
occurred.
Police reports listed damage
to the Alexander vehicle on the
rear bumper, and to the
Neubauer vehicle on the front
bumper and left front fender.
No injuries were reported by
police.
A second accident occurred at
11:05 a.m. Saturday on South
12th in front of the Bel Air
Shopping Center, according to
police reports.
Cars involved were a 1969
four-door sedan, driven by
Stanley lines Outland, Route 7,

and a 1969 two-door hardtop,
driven by Beulah Elizabeth
Ashley, Route 1, Fulton, according to police reports.
Investigating officers said the
Outland vehicle was traveling
south on 12th and the Ashley
vehicle was traveling south on
12th. pulling out of the shopping
center parking lot, when the
accident occurred.
Damage to the Outland car,
according to police reports, was
to the left front bumper and
fender. Damage to the Ashley
vehicle was to the right back
fender.

$6,725 In 1969
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Humphrey-McGovern Showdown
Is Tuesday In California Primary
seer., of
LOS ANGELES AP - Sens. them':-rather than a questionHubert H. Humphrey and and-answer session with newsGeorge McGovern disagree on men.
the best way to get U.S. prisonMcGovern said he was willers released by North Vietnam. ing to do it if his schedule perHumphrey wants President mitted, then issued a Monday
Nixon to send a special emis- schedule that includes a visit to
sary to Hanoi,-while McGovern New Mexico, where a primary
says only a total U.S. with- is also being held Tuesday, and
drawal could get them out.calls for a late-night return to
The POW issue, and Humph- Los Angeles.
rey's contention-quickly deHe also suggested the debate
nied-that McGovern's proposal' could be held befqre the June
for sharp defense spending cuts 20 New York primary.
could leave Israel defenseless,
In suggesting that a special
were the chief points of dis- emissary to Hanoi might settle
agreement Sunday as the two the POW question, Humphrey
top presidential contenders met said that President Nixon could
for their third televised con- send John B. Connally, the
frontation.
-.Asa* Democrat who resigned
As a result of a weekend
court order, they were joined
on the hour-long ABC program
-Issues and Answers" by Los
Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty,
New York Rep, Shirley Chisholm and Maj. Gen, Taylor
Hardin, ri„ar'elieitting Alabama
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Gov. George C. Wallace.
Sen. George McGovern picked
That prompted Humphrey, up 10 of Kentucky's 47 deletrailing in several polls in Tues- gates to the Democratic nationday's California primary show- al convention, while the redown, to suggest that he and maining 37 are uncommitted
to
McGovern buy time Monday any presidential candidate folnight for a fourth meeting that lowing the state party conwould be a true debate between vention here over the weekend.
The South Dakota pesidential
hopeful gained 10 at-large delegates during the final day of
the session Saturday.
He lost one of the eight he

artreFeircolinTk---w-nmnwstse----w5

Census

as Nixon's
the
Treasury. McGovern said he
doubted if "John Connally,
who's been one of the foremost
supporters of our involvement,
is the right man to get us out."
Meanwhile,Humphrey's campaign chairman, Jack Chestnut,
charged that McGovern has exceeded the $460,333 radio-television spending ceiling for the
California primary and has
spent $507,391.78. McGovern
said the listing had mistakes in
it, and that his total is $456,490.
The 271 California delegates
that will go to the winner of
Tuesday's primary are the
day's big prize, but another 144
(Continued on Page Ten)

McGovern Gets 10 State
Votes, 37 Uncommitted

Rabies Clinics
Planned Here
This- Week

No-injuries were reported by
the police in the accident.
Citations issued over the
weekend by the police included
one for D.W.I., no operator's
Rabies Clinics have been
license, resisting arrest, scheduled in various sections of
disorderly conduct,and no state the county and at the Calloway
inspection sticker; one for -County-Health Center, North 7th
D.W.I.
and
improper and Olive Streets, starting
registration, three for reckless Wednesday, June 7, according
driving; two for no operator's to R.L. Cooper, coordinator of
license, one for going wrong the Calloway County Health
way on one way street; one Department.
oublic drunk; one for no
'These clinics are set up each'
operator's license and no state year through the cooperation of
inspection sticker, and five for the veterinarians of Murray.and
speeding.
1-the-health department. Cooper
said Kentucky law requires
that dogs and cats be vaccinated for rabies. The fee for
the clinic will be 81.50.
Clinics will be at various
places in Calloway County from
nine a.m. to six p.m. on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
employed, 44 percent were June 7, 8, and 9, and at the
holding white collar jobs, and 30 Health Center each night at
percent were government seven o'clock.
Cooper urges all pet owlii'is to
workers
About 36 percent of the take advantage of these c.I inics
married women with husband to make sure their pets .ire
complete
present were in the labor force, vaccinated. A
it r ,,I1S
and 27 percent of these wives schedule of the
locations of the clinit S was
had children, under six.
of
There were 9,392 persons 3 to published in the Friday
34 years old enrolled in school. the Ledger - Times.
In the 25-and4ilder population,
44 percent of the men and 44
percent of the women were high Randall Woods Reports
school graduates.
report, For Marine Corps Duty
Copies of the
"General Social and Economic
Characteristics, Kente,y,' . CAMP LEJEUNE. N.t.•PC( 11-19C, are available for -Marine Pfc. Randall Woods. SO!)
Mr. Ulis Woods_of 3625 Miller
each rrOrn-thein 1965, and 3,304 in a different tendent of Documents, U.S. Ave., Murray, has reported for
stat
e.
Government Printing Office, duty at the Marine Corps Base,
In the population age 16 and Washington, D.C. 20402, or from Camp LeJeune, N.C.
over, 63 peroent of the men and
A former student of Murray
Department of Commerce
joined
-----117"--""w
rriti7Vanisurtbite
-

Average Family Earned

Vol. 1.XXXXIII No. 132

Seven Topics
On Agenda For
Special Session

Tennessee State Trooper
Alvin Daniel investigated the
accident which occurred about
six or seven miles from the
location of the accident on May
26 that took the lives of three
Nelson
persons, Charles
( Butch) Eldridge, age 23,
Murray, Dr. Dan J. Riddick,
age 35, and Julie M. Richards,
age 28. of Huntingdon, Tenn.

Two Accidents Investigated;
Citations Issued By Police

Amy Wilson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Owen Wilson will be
attending summer seflool at the
Institute de Filologia Hispanica
in Saltillo, Coah., Mexico from
June 4 to July 4.
,
The Institute de Filologia
Hispanica is a private institution of higher learning for a
select student body. It is
authorized by the Mexican
Department of State and is fully
accredited by the Asociacion
Nacional de Institutos de
Estudios Hispanicos. Its chief
purpose is to provide a total
immersion experience in the
language, culture and customs
of a native Spanish-speaking
environment.
While attending the session,
Miss Wilson will be taking
courses in Spanish grammar,
vocabulary, and conversation.
She will be staying in a Mexican
home with Sra. Ma. de la Luz
Cepeda de Gonzalez.
Miss Wilson, a sophomore at
Average family income was
Murray State, is majoring in $6,725 in C,alloway County in
Spanish and
Elementary• 1969, compared with $7,441 for
Education.
the State, according to a report
on the 1970 census by the
BAPTIST WOMEN
Bureau of the Census, U.S.
The Baptist Women of the Ikpartment of Commerce. Per
Elm Grove Baptist Church will capita income for the county
meet Tuesday, June 6, at one amounted to 12,361, the report
at the home of Mrs. shows.
Albert Crider for the general
The 1970 census counted
meeting. Later the women will 27,692 residents in the county;
visit residents of Fern Terrace 0.5 percent were foriegn born
Lodge.
and 0 9 percent native born with
one or both parents of foreign
birth.
Among the county's 25,982
inhabitants age 5 and over in
1970, 3,488 were living in a
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Bobby Hall Still
Recuperating From
Wreck Injuries
Bobby Hall of Murray Route
Five, Old Salem Road, is still
recuperating at his home from
injuries sustained in an accident on Wednesday, February
9,.
Hall sustained a crushed right
knee cap in a motorcycle accident while riding on the
Lassiter Road in front of the
Ray Roberts' home. Hall said a
dog ran out in front of him and
he swerved to miss the animal,
and suffered the injury. He was
given emergency treatment at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and taken to Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
where he was hospitalized for
one week. He is still on crutches.
The Murray Route tive man
is employed as a brick mason
for Billy Mahan. He said he
hopes to return to work within a
month. He expressed his appreciation to members of the
Green Plains Church of
Christ and the Civitan Club, and
to all his friends and relatives
for the many kidnesses extended tO. him and his family
'since the accident.
Hall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Starkie Hall of Murray Route
Two, is married to the former
Sue Phillips. daughter,of Mr.
Mrs Coil Phillips um
Poplar Street, Murray. They
have one daughter, Karen, age
e
Eilgem
ht,m
sttary
udenst
t tooi.mr
at New Concord
Mrs.
_ new „„ernpleyed at Bonne
_

apparently had obtained at the
congressional level Friday,
however, when the full state
convention accepted its organization committee's report disallowing a delegate McGovern's
supporters had been awarded
Friday in the 5th congressional
district.
The basis for the challenge of
a delegate was that the leader of the slate, John Lackey of
Richmond, had described his
group as"uncommitted" rather
than pro-McGovern. That left
two uncommitted slates listed,
and opponents of the McGovern
movement said the party's 15per-cent rule did not apply to
slates split between two uncommitted slates.
(Continued on Page Tent

BULLETIN

Baby Found
u infant baby was found this
morning in a car in the parking
lot at Roses Department Store,
according to the Murray Police
Department. Reports say the
driser of the car came back to
her car after shopping and
found the baby in a shoe box in
her car. The driver of the car,
reportedly from Calvert City,
rushed to the emergency room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with the baby.
Officers of the Murray Police
Department were investigating
the abandonsent of the baby at
press time today.

Swim Party Will Be
Held At Oaks Club
A Swim Party for preschool
through third grade children
will be held at the Oaks Country
Club on Tuesday, June. 6, from
10:30 a.m. to one p.m.
Each child may bring one
guest and a charge of twentymade, according to Mrs. .Jerry
Hopkins chairman of the
evening.
All children are urged to
sack
44 and to bring

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The special session of the Kentucky GENERAL Assembly
scheduled for Thursday now
has been made official, with
seven topics on the agenda and
an adjoutnmen by June 16
seen as probable.
Gov. Wendell Ford issued the
formal call over the weekend,
although he previously had announced his intention to do so
and the starting date.
And although Ford previously
had confirmed only three of the
seven subjects included in the
call, four of the others were expected to be in it. The seventh
topic is only for a minor
chafifett the state occupation-al safety law to meet federal
standards.
Ford and Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll, among others, have said
the Legislature should be able
to complete its rot*. in seven
working days and adjourn by
June 16. A governor can call
the general assembly into sepcial session at any time and
limits lthe topics to be considered but he cannot dictate

when it is to adjourn. •
The seven topics to be taken
up by the upcoming rpecial session:
-Amend Kentucky's voter
registration law to lower the
residency requirement for all
elections to 30 days, in accordance with a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision which
struck down Tennessee's law.
The law in Kentucky now, like
that in Tennessee before the decision, requires a person to be
a resident of the state one year,
the county for six months and
the precinct for 60 days in order to be eligible to vote.
-Ratify a proposed federal
constitutional amendment on
&mat rights for women.
-Alter somewhat the lines of
the seven congressional districts in Kentucky, as redrawn
in the 1972 regular session, so
as to make them all more nearly equal in population.
-Redraw the legislative district lines in urban areas in
Kentucky to correct errors in
them in the reapportionment
(Continued on Page Tent

Cadettes From
BULLETIN
Murray Win
At Scout Meet Plane Crashes

A plane crash was reported at
noon today about three miles
The Bear Creek Council of
from the Murray-Calloway
Girl Scouts annual "Cadettes
County Airport (Kyle Field).
on the Go" was held June 2-4 at
The pilot of the plane Rod
Beech Bend near Bowling
Socha, was reportedly not
Green. Members of Troop 69
seriously injured, however, he
participated in the Olympics
was taken to the Murraywinning a number of ribbons.
Calloway County Hospital for
First place blue ribbons were
observation.
won in the Tug of War by Jan
The cause of the crash, which
Requarth,
.Sherri
Rose,
Emily
occurred on the back side of
Porter,Georgia Elkins, Francie
Paul Butter-worth's quail farm,
Elkins, Judy Outland, Kelley
located at the intersection of
Williams and Sheila Walker;
Highway 121 and The airport
Relay Race by Mary AIM Kurz,
road, has not been determined.
Jan Outland, Sherri Requarth,
The landing gear of the plane,
and Emily Porter. 2$ Yard Race
a cherokee 140, was said to be
- Emily Porter; Piggy back
heavily damaged and some
race by Kelly Williams and
damage was reported to the
Emily Porter.
wings.
Second place red ribbons
were won in the Sack Race by
Emily Byrn, Sherri Requarth
and Mary Ann Kurz; Backward
Race by Emily Porter; 50 Yard
Race by Emily Porter.
Campfires the two nights and
a "Scouts Own" at the river on
A number of Murray atSunday morning were im- torneys were registered for the
pressive events as over a Kentucky Bar Association's
hundred girls sang scouting annual convention in Louisville
songs. Sherri
Requarth last week.
represented the Murray Troop
The featured speaker on the
in the "Scouts Own" program. program for the banquet which
Cheryl. Willis also attended concluded the convention, on
the outing. Mrs. Gerry Friday evening, was U. S.
Requarth planned the outing. Senator Edward Kennedy of
The adult leaders were Mrs. W. Massachusetts. There werealso
W. Williams, Mrs...Charles programs devoted to medical
Outland, and MrsrJarnes Byrn. malpractice litigation,
Troop 69 Cadettes are girls legislative changes. insurance
who are going into the eighth and negligence, labor law,
grade. Most of them have discovery, probate, domestic
completed six years in scouting. relations, law office economics
Many of the girlg will serve as and Trimal law.
camp aides sharing their
Those registered from this
knowledges with younger girls area included: William Donald
at the Murray Day Camp June Overbey. Harold T. Hurt, Sid
12-16 at the Fairgrounds Easley, and M. Ronald
Campsite.
Christopher.

Local Attorneys
Attend Convention

Assessments For County
For 1972 Given By Hale
Property
The
1972
Assessments have been completed and sent in to the
Ikpartment of Revenue for
review and approval, according
to Charles Hale, Calloway.
County. 'Property Valuation
Administrator.
The assessment break-down
is as folloih: The common
-district is--reaL estate
$76,346,942, tangible property
$12,720.034, mfg. machinery and
raw materials $4,966,347, inle $2,759,381, bank shares

The grade school district is
real estate $54,094,117 tangible
814,794,373. mfg. machinery and
raw materials $5,219,262, intangible $8,284,827.- grain
$310,197, bank shares 13.447,445.
The total assessment for
Calloway County is $184,334,713
after the homestead exemptions
of $8,807,100 was given to the
qualified property owners who
Were-65- years -of _age or
The tax rates will be set by
the Fiscal Court after the
assessment has been approved
by the Department of Revenue,
_Bole said.::
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The Cost Of 'Dropping Out'
For the individual yoangster, dropping out of
school inevitably means a lifetime of lost opportunities. But the effects are visited not just on the
individual but on all of us, for society as a whole
must "pay the bill" for the undereducation of a
significant segment of its population. And a new
study by a professor at Stanford University indicates that "bill" is a staggering one indeed.
Using census data, Prof. Henry M. Levin determined that there are 3.2 million men, ages 25
through 34, who did not graduate from high school.
'Using standard figures, he projected these men will
over their lifetimes lose an estimated $2?7 billion in
potential income because they dropped Out of school.
While it would have cost an estimated $40 billion to
provide high school completion for the group, Prof.
Levin says his estimates show the men would have
paid $70 billion in taxes on their lost income,
meaning a net "loss" of $30 billion in potential tax
,revenues. Moreover, this doesn't take into account
',that the nation's various governmental units would
ihave saved in welfare payments to this same group,
'many members of which crowd the welfare rolls.
Is this a "bill- we can continue to afford to pay?
We think not.—Huntington (W.Va.) Herald-Dispatch
and Advertiser.

Ultimate Sacrifice

•

la

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan

ECIKUTTYI VIC./ PItISIOIINT
Suggestions for pollution control reached the
living end, literally, but we trust facetiously, at a
Southern States Industrial Council
;:recent White House seminar on pollution.
Judd H. Alexander, vice president of American
A DESIGN FOR DISASTER
Can, startled the group with this observation: "Any
The pressure on the U.S. public to accept disarmament and neoone of us could help reduce pollution if we would just
are being stepped-up in this presidential election
drop dead. We would then no longer be consumers of isolationism
year.
valuable oxygen; we would no longer expel unIn late May, for example, Sen. Adlai Stevenson III (D-Ill)
wanted carbon dioxide, and our bodies would soon be referred to "unreasoning fear" of the Soviet Navy in opposing
funds for new U.S. naval vessels. "Military spending in itself does
supplying essential nutrients to the soil.
"I know this to be true, but somehow I just cannot not bring us added security in the world," he said. True, national
has several major components. But military strength is
?; bring myself to make the sacrifice. This is the security
the vital component. The Soviets are engaged in a crash program
dilemma in which many business organizations find of surface and sub-surface naval construct on. Recently, they
themselves today. Try as we will, we are going to do began work on a new class of warship believed to be a heavy
some harm to this world, and we must be sure to missile cruiser or an aircraft carrier.
Sen. Stevenson's slant is not surprising. What is much more
balance that harm with positive contributions to the
surprising is a strange document from the pen of a professor who
quality of life."—Columbia (S.C.) State.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDG101 a TIMM PIM

f, Eli Alexander has been named principal and
Preston Holland as assistant principal of Murray
High School by the City Board of Education.
Randy Patterson, Beverly Goode, and Sharon
Sledd will represent Calloway County at the TVA
Regional Conference in North Carolina this month.
Miss Glenda Jones,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.W.
Jones and senior at Murray College High School, is
the winner of the $100 scholarship given by the
College High PTA.
David Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Parker,
was one of the five graduating seniors to be named to
the "Legion of Honor" at the 117th commencement
held at the Kentucky Military Institute, London, on
May 27.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Cnildress of Almo Route One
are the parents of a baby boy born last week at the
Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMO=•TIMM MK

Sgt. Ronald E. Burkeen,son of Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Burkeen, is now serving with the 22nd regiment of
the 40th Infantry Division in Korea. He is a squad
leader on the front lines.
Castle E. Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burman
Parker of Murray, received the degree of Doctor of
Dental Surgery from St. Louis University's School of
Dentistry at commencement exercises on June 3.
"T.O. Turner brought in a picture of his father,
J.J. Turner, yesterday that was about 11/2 feet wide
and about 2 feet high. It was made when he was a
prisoner of the Yankees after being captured at Fort
Donelson during the Civil War," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Miss Jacqueline Sharborough, senior at Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., will make a
tow of Europe this summer. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Sharborough of Murray,

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The-Mkt-grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled
with wisdom: and the grace of God was ipon him.—
Luke 1:40.

, Nature hax provided us with the powers of
,
ilibiwkaLgra.44,ws are tven a balanced diet.
Whru.uU spinitig-thet ha
âiã1ánL we ceasw
to grow in God's likeness.

Publication
spreads
capitalism
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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was deputy assistant secretary of defense from 1969 to 1971. I
refer to an essay entitled "Defense Implications of International
Indeterminacy" by Prof. Robert J. Pranger, resident scholar at
the American Enterprise Institute in Washingto, D.C. The essay
is published by the AEI(5017th St. NW 20036) at 92 per copy.
Few persons outside the academic community are likely to read
this essay, for it is written in the thickest kind of academic gobbledeygook. This is unfortunate because Prof. Pranger's ideas
should be thoroughly aired.
In brief, the professor argues that containment of communism
is at an end. In his words, "The impossible dream of Pax
Americana has ended." He finds the Soviet and Chinese communist threats diminished, "mitigated by Soviet and Chinese
revolutionary realism" is his phrase. He conveniently ignores the
enormous Soviet missile and naval build-up and Red China's
increased activity in support of revilut on throughout Africa.
Concluding that the dangers of the 1950s and 1960s are dangers
no more, Prof. Pranger proposes a drastic, total overhaul of the
U.S. armed services. His design for a new style defense establishment should endear him to Sen. George McGovern's forces.
Prof. Pranger would have the U.S. cease planning for contingencies across the entire spectrum of conflict. As he puts it,
"defense planning would eschew a global, mechanical definition
of national security " In stead he would make continental
defense the No. 1 priority, with maintenance of lines of communication as the second defense objective. To this end, he would
virtually dismantle the separate services. There are strong,
suggestions in his essay that he would pull all U.S. forces from
overseas and halt or minimize maneuvers. On that point, he
makes the extraordinary statement that "every effort would be
made to spare one's forces from overexposure to actual
operations "
Reading this prescription one wonders why Prof. Pranger was
given a high post in the Defense Department.In fact, why is it that
professors, with scanty experience of life, staff so many key
positions in government. Certainly, Prof. Pranger displays no
understanding of operational military realities. He resurrects the
old McNamara notion that armed forces can be organized by
function-tactical or strategic-whereas, in fact, many weapons
systems and forced have a capability of empliyment in either a
functional or strategic role.
The truly shocking flaw in Prof. Pranger's design is that he
would completely abandon America's forward strategy. It would
leave much of the world at the iaercy of the increasingly globaloriented Soviet armed forces. At the same time, Prof. Pranger's
continental defense preoccupation would make the U.S.A. the No.
1 target of Soviet missile forces.
Prof. Pranger is wrong-dead wrong-in his analysis. The U.S.
need is to move our forced toward our strategic frontiers or on or
under the oceans, not make America the prime target. The
Pranger prescription is a design for disaster, an outline for an
appallingly weak U.S. defense posture. If translated into national
policy, the security of the Americas would be gravely imperilled.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
These forbukTutiryears-may-bernotahlein history as.the Age of the Loophole, a time when people
wouldn't stick their neck out less it was tax
exempt--the venture, not the neck.

Capitalism is receiving one of
its best boosts in one of the
worst — or unlikely, at least —
places. It's on an upper floor of
an ancient building in one of
New York City's low-rent districts. The floor is shared with
the New York Committee for
Angela Davis and other radical
elements.
That's where Patrick Garrard's tabloid brainchild, The
Capitalist Reporter, is published.
"It's a high crime area,"
Garrard concedes. "One day
two gunmen came in and tied
up everyone across the hall
from us. Two of our gals have
been mugged. Someone stole
our petty cash box...."
Garrard, a 34-year-old Canatan, said he is hassled in the
halls and finds anti-Capitalist
Reporter slogans in the rest
room the struggling young publication's staffers share with
other upper-floor tenants.
Then, somehow, 2,000 names
and addresses of Capitalist Reporter subscribers recently got
erased from magnetic tape.
Yet, Garrard claims 48,000
paid subscribers, is placing
50,000 copies of the monthly
publication on the newsstands
and is expanding headquarters
offices. There are, of course,
hopes of moving to a better
location if cash flow permits.
The Capitalist Reporter,
which Garrard labels a magazine, and not a newspaper, advises readers on ways to make
money without investing much.
"People literally crave 'how
to' ideas in financial areas,"
By ANDY LANG
Garrard said. -We see the beAP Newsfeatures
If there is one frequently ginning of a trend toward indiasked question which defies a vidualized financial information." He said at least six maspecific answer, it is this:
Which is the best kind of jor publishers are thinking
along the same lines.
floor?
There just isn't any such aniA lot of investors, according
mal Each type of floor has its to Garrard, have developed "a
own characteristics. If you certain cynicism" about stocks
know what they are, you can in the wake of the bear markets
make a good choice, depending of 1968 and 1969-70 and are
on whether you are looking for seeking alternate ways of inanything in particular or wheth- vesting.
er you aren't interested in prac"Antiques as an investment
ticality but merely want what have an excellent
record,"
suits your fancy.
Garrard pointed out.
Although resilient floors —
His magazine concentrates
sheets and tiles — are enjoying
a great wave of popularity in mostly an antiques, land and
recent years, there are those opportunities for setting up a
who insist on nothing but wood, small business. Some ideas are
maintaining that it has a feeling right out of left field. For
of warmth unmatched by any example:
— Profits from crickets.
other material.
— Health food from rotting
Hardwood floors are the ultimate, among them oak, birch, bananas.
— Investing in Spanish
maple, beech, poplar and even
walnut, hickory, cherry and castles.
teak. Pine is the most popular
— Strikebreaking for hire.
of the softwoods. Flooring
— Ginseng gardens. (This
comes in thin or wide strips, herb is riding a popularity
squares or parquet pieces. The wave on rumors of potency
wider the boards, the more the properties.)
tendency to expansion and
— Money from tintypes and
shrinkage under certain weath- other old photos.
er conditions. Wood has a fine
Upcoming,said Garrard, are
appearance whether given one articles on the rising value of
of the surface finishes. such as old movie posters, Eskimo art
varnish, shellac. lacquer br a prints, Minnesota land barsynthetic, or one of the pene- gains, making it in rock 'n' roll,
trating sealers.
how to bid at an auction and inIn the resilient flooring field, vesting in electric chairs.
there is a wide choice, the most
Why electric chliIrs?
popular being vinyl asbestos,
Capital punishment soon will
which can be used anywhere in
the house or on a concrete base- be abolished and the chairs will
ment surface. The most in- become hot collector items,
expensive kind, asphalt tile, can Garrard theorizes.
Anticipating where interest
be used below grade or above
grade where it is not likely to be will develop in years to come is
subjected to spilled liquids, es- at the heart of Capitalist Repecially grease and oil. Care porter philosophy. "Start colmust be taken not to use paste lecting when something is
worth peanuts but interest in it
waxes which contain solvents.
Vinyl tiles and sheets are re- is beginning to rise," Garrard
silient, comfortable, stain re- advises. The magazine's
sistant and easy to maintain. If classified ads offer possible tipyou see wide differences in the offs.
prices of vinyl flooring, it's beGarrard said the publication
cause some kinds are solid and goes all out to provide entersome merely have vinyl ve- taining reading. A story from
neers; also, some have high England recently told how one,
quality backings, some have Harold Bate, mixed chicken
cheap backings.
manure and pig manure on his
Cork tiles are quiet. very re- farm and operated his Hillman
silient and luxurious, but are car on methane gas derived
susceptible to stains unless giv- from treating the excrement.
"Combustion is almost 100
en some kind of clear finish,
preferably at the factory. Rub- per cent. There's no pollution.
ber tiles are excellent to walk About 1,000 cars in England
on, but show marks from furni- converted to the fuel and are
ture legs more than most other getting better mileage for their
types Cork, rubber and the old money than they did with gasofavorite, linoleum, which is line," Garrard reported.
easy to keep clean, should not
be installed over concrete beRead That Pesticide Label
low ground level.
Before using any pesticide,
Add to this list sodj.floors m
seamless. stone, brick, Cif-milk Stop and read the label, even
terrazo and several other the small print. Then follow the
specialty types and you can see directions carefully. This tinthat the choice it almost end- portent' advice comes from
less.
entomologists at the University
4Sweating windows. marred of Kentucky College of
,- balky deof_a_a nd Agriculture,_
squeaky floors are among the 35
problems discussed in Andy
ISRAELI PRESIDENT
tang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs,- available by
Chaim Weizmann was
sending it to thiSbnewspaper in
elected president of Israel on
Ifter Mit&
•

Question Is
Just What Is
The Best Floor

Motorcycle Riders Should
Know Bikes Before Riding
N.Y.,—
YORK,
NEW
Popularized by freewheeling
cycle movies and current folk'
songs, motorcycles are seen
repeatedly on city streets as
well as country roads.
Realizing that the motorcycle
can be an economical and
thoroughly enjoyable mode of
transportation, your son or
daughter may want to join the
fun.
But does he or she know how
to safely operate a motorcycle?
ask safety consultants.
Many cycle enthusiasts who
can drive a car think they can
handle a motercycle without
any special training. The
statistics raise doubts about
this, however. In one recent
were
year, motorcycles
responsible for over 1,750
deaths and 225,000 accidents.
So, if your son or daughter
plans to take to the open road
this summer aboard a bike, he
or she should be made aware of
the 10 ways to stay alive on a
motorcycle.
They are:
...Train before you drive.
Even if you can drive a car, you
must learn starting, gear
shifting, balance, braking and
the other operations unique to
motorcycles.
...Protect your head. Always
wear a helmet with goggles or
face shield whether you are a
Passenger or the driver.
...Keep in the left half of your
lane. Then a car behind you
must change lanes to pass. This
is the safe procedure for both of
you.
...Stop before U—turn. Before
making a U—turn, come to a
full stop, and look in all
directions to make sure no one
is coming. Then take a second
look before making the turn.
...Get "pass protection". Wait
for a clear road ahead and allow
plenty of margin between you

and the car you pass—
especially as you swing back
into the right lane.
....Keep yourself covered.
Never ride with bare arms or
legs. Experienced cyclists wear
heavy footgear and durable
types of clothing to protect
themselves against cuts and
scrapes.
...Think ahead. Allow enough
space to brake safely in an
emergency. At 50 miles an hour
you need about 175 feet to stop.
A car needs 243—so beware of
the car behind you.
...Brake from back to front.
Rear brake first is the rule.
Then ease down gently on the
front.
Brake smoothly on
slippery surfaces. Brake before
entering curves, not after.
....Know your surfaces.
You're on a two-wheeled vehicle
that can suddenly skid out of
control on oil spots, ice, water,
wet leaves, sand ,or gravel.
...Think small—you are.
Remember you can't always be
seen by car drivers—even in
rearview mirrors.
One final word of caution
applies to motorcyclists and
car drivers aillut—"Courtesy is
Contagious", especially on the
road.
Grass
Ina recent poll, people were
asked to choose from 26 things
those which they considered
important to their happiness. Of
those questioned, 95 percent
wanted green grass and trees
most—even more than they
wanted good neighbors, modern
kitchens, nearby shopping
centers, and good schools. If
you agree with that majority,
you'll be glad to know that you
can get local help on what to do
for your lawn and how to do it.
Just stop by the county Extension office for some useful
publications and good advice.
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STARS ALL—

Gina LollobrIgIda has a Dalmatian
escort on walk in Cannes, France. Dogs appeared with her
in her latest picture being exhibited at film festival.
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Chapman-Jones Vows Planned

DEAR ABBY: This is for M. M. B. of Greenwood,
S. C., who says that she is not going to attend her own
funeral:
Well, I am sorry to inform you, but this is impossible. If
there is one thing in life we cannot get out of, it's attending
our own funeral. Even if the body could be taken out to the
city dump and burned, it is still a funeral.
I agree, grief is no fun, and no one goes looking for it,
but death is a fact of life, and to try to run it under the rug
is decidedly unhealthy.
To deny our loved ones the opportunity to pay their last
respects at our funeral shows a lack of consideration for
them.
When someone you love leaves town, do you go to the
airport to bid him a fond farewell? Or do you call on the
telephone and leave a message?
THE REV. J. P. G. IN CLEVELAND

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Recently a dear friend passed away,
having requested no funeral services whatsoever. She did
this in order to spare the family and friends the stress of a
funeral. To me that was the height of unselfishness, and an
expression of real love.
Funeral services may be a comfort to some, but the full
treatment usually makes the final farewells far more painful than comforting. Any method of reducing such pain is a
gift of lovetto those left behind, and the one who plans
ahead in this way is to be commended.
NO MOURNER
DEAR NO: I have been privileged to know only one such
unselfish person. She was a beautiful newspaper woman.
and her name was Maggie Savoy.
DEAR ABBY: I agree wholeheartedly with the person
who wants no funeral. I have arranged for a private church
service before the notice of my demise goes into the paper.
Life has been good to me, and my wonderful friends need
not take time out to attend my funeral. I would rather have
them go about their business and think kindly of me.
I never send flowers to a funeral. I donate a book to the
library instead. But lest you think I am depriving the for-

DEAR ABBY: Mrs. M. M. B. of Greenwood, S. C., indicated that she would like to hear from others relative to her
ideas on her funeral. I wonder if she has ever thought of
the gift of sight to two blind persons by her donating her
eyes; the gift of health and even life to two persons who
need a kidney each; the gift of normal growth to doomed
children who are in need of serum from tbspituitary glands
of donors.
It is possible for anyone to perform such miracles after
death by getting in touch with the local eye bank or Lion's
Club, the National Kidney Foundation, 116 E. 27th St., New
York, N. Y. 10016, the Human Growth Foundation, 307 Fifth
Av., New York, N. Y. 10016.
CHARLOTTE R.
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DEAR ABBY: Ian, going to go Mrs. M. M. B. one
better-I am not going to my own funeral, and neither is
anyone else! I have made arrangements with the San Diego
Memorial Society to cremate my remains and scatter the
ashes over the ocean. (ft's now legal.]
There will lie no services for me, but later, if and when
my family wish to gather to recall the happy times we had
together-and offer their prayers for the living-it's up to
them.
ALL SET IN CALIF
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Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX 6$700, L. A., CALIF. MO and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.
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Miss .1_111 Persall
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
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The Happy Yellow Store

If a man does not want to father children, he can have a
vasectomy - the male sterilization operation. The proce.dure was considered 100 per
,cent fool-proof after a short
period of time. But recent
studies by Drs. Summer Marshall and Richard Lyon of the
University of California (San
Francisco) School of Medicine
show that in 2 per cent of
vasectomies, the procedure
does not take effect for about
six months.
A vasectomy consists of tutting _or blocking the tubes
which carry sperm. Tests done
about two months after surgery were considered adequate to sec if the operation
was effective. However, Drs.
Marshall and Lyon believe
that, in a small percentage of
the cases, the tubes reopen in
the beating process and then
close again as scar tissue
forms. Thus the two-month
test might show no sperm yet
later it could appear.
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A GIFT

Miss Debbie Chapman
Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Chapman of Dexter announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Debbie, to Gary Jones,son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones of Dexter.
The bride-elect will be a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Mr..Chapman is a 1971 graditate al Calloway County High
School.
The vows will be read on Saturday, June 10, at eight o'clock in
the evening at the Ledbetter Baptist Church. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
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The Esther Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs.
Juana Dodson at 7:30 pid.
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COOKING Mrs. Neale Mason
IS FUN Presents Students
In Recital Thursday.

'

The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring'
Church is scheduled to meet at
seven p.m. at the church.

The
Licensed Practical
Tuesday, Jaw I
Nurses will meet in the conThe United Methodist Wornei)
ference room of the MurrayCalloway County Convalescent of the First United Methodist
Division at seven p.m. Dr. H.S. Church will hold its generat
Jackson will be the speaker, meeting at the Hale Chapel at
and new officers will be in- ten a.m. with Dr. Wallace
Baggett as the guest speaker.stalled.
The executive committee will
The Kathleen Jones Group of meet at nine a.m. in the Junior
the Baptist Women of the First High Class room.
Church will meet at the home of
Miss Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
with Mrs. Myrtle Wall in charge
Group II of the CWF of the
of the program.
First Christian Church will
meet in the home of Mrs. T.N.
The Lottie Moon Group of the McDougal at two p.m. with Mrs,
Baptist Women of the First Rubye Roberts as cohostesi.
Church will meet with Mrs. T. Mrs. A.B. Austin will be ii
C. Collie at 7:30 p.m.
charge of the study.

Miss Jill Elise Persall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
G. Persall and Wayne Edward
Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert S. Hughes, have
completed plans for their
Rack
la% lt
r
wedding.
.40f
The garden wedding and
Mrs. Neale B. Mason reception is to be an event of
TAG PRICED
BUFFET SUPPER
,
presented her piano students in Saturday afternoon, June 10, at
Scandinavian Fish Salad
Baked Ham
Mustard a year-end recital at the Murray four-thirty o'clock at the home
Scalloped Potatoes
Woman's Clubhouse on the of the bride-elect's parents in
Asparagus
evening of June 1.
Sherwood Forest. In the event
Soft Meringue with
The students, who performed of rain, the wedding and
1 Section
Strawberry Sauce
before an audience of families reception will be at the Murray
SCANDINAVIAN
LINGERIE-LONG
and friends, ranged from seven First Baptist Church.
FISH SALAD
DRESSES- LONG BEACH
The ceremony Will;ie per=
2/3 cup commercial sour cream to eighteen years of age and
from elementary through ad- formed by the bride-elect's
1/3 cup mayonnaise
COVERUPS
vanced levels of musical uncle, Rev. J. Truett Gannon of
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
training.
I/3
1 teaspoon sugar
Avondale Estates. Georgia.
Among the students ap1/3 cup finely chopped onion
Miss Carolyn King, organist,
Misses & Jr.
1 cup finely diced dill pickles
pearing in the recital were of
Bardstown,
David
1 pound flounder or similar fish Mary Hine, Shane Tidwell, Sutherland, trumpeter,
of
fillets (poached, drained, Brad Boone, Lori Brandon,
Benton, and the bride-elect's
chilled and cut into fork-size Sharon
The doctors warn that a
Outland,
Chuck brother,Tommy Persall, soloist
marriage can be seriously
pieces)
Hussung, Beth Outland. and of Laurel, Maryland, will
harmed
if a pregnancy occurs
1 package (10 ounces) frozen
Joni Tidwell, all of Murray and present the wedding music.
after a doctor states dogmatigreen peas, cooked and
Calloway County, David Reed,
cally that the husband cannot
Miss Persall has selected
cooled
father a child and they suggest
Joyce Reed, and David Hurst Miss Gail Morton of Laurel,
can
I
ounces)
(16
sliced
red
Hours: 8-6 Weekdays
the patients be informed of the
beets, drained and quartered from Benton, and Lisa Hunter Maryland, as her maid of honor
possible transit reappearance
8-5 Saturdays
of Farmington.
Salt to taste
and Miss Judy Persall. sister of
of sperm.
1/8 teaspoon pepper
Students receiving awards the bride-elect, as her
In a large mixing bowl mix for attaining the highest scores bridesmaid.
Save the keys used to open coffee
together the sour cream, may- in
class
performances
or other cans They make fine holdMr. Hughes has chosen
onnaise, mustard and sugar; throughout the school
ers for steaming hot corn on the cob
year James L. Erwin of Murray to
add remaining ingredients and were Deena
Dailey, Cindy. serre__as..___ his _hest man.
toss lightly. Cover and chill for
Mastera, Lynne Outland, Ellen Groomsman will be Roger
Across from the Administration Bldg.
several hours Makes 12 apTeitloff, Debbie Cunningham, Hughes„ brother of the groompetizer servings.
Sally Mataraz2,o, Ellen Burnett, elect. Ushers will be Jerry
Donna Humphries, Peggy Persall, brother of the brideVisher and Debbie Jenkins.
eller,71 laurel, Maryland and
Donna Humphries and Deerla Ronnie Ivy, cousin of the
Dailey, both of Murray. were groom-elect, of Mayfield.
recognized for the unusually
The wedding will be directed
fine progress they had exhibited by Mrs. Paul Lynn of Murray.
during the year, as was Sheila
All friends and relatives of the
Smith of Benton.
couple are invited to attend the
wedding and reception
Receiving "Musical
ttniA
Spankv's
Achievement', awards were
Ellen Burnett of Mayfield,
Debbie Jenkins, Calvert City,
CUNNINGHAM BOY
Marla Lassiter, Benton, and
Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Wade
Anne Gergory of Murray.
Cunningham of Murray Route
Commended for "most outSix are the parents of a baby
standing" performances in the
recital at the various level of boy, Timothy Wade, weighing
seven pounds 21:2 ounces, born
ability-elementary,
in111# ,AP .14
"
on Thursday, June 1, at 12:17
sql
termediate and advancedp.m.
at
the
Murray-Cal
loway
were Brad Boone, Joni Tidwell,
Ellen Burnett, and Debbie County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Jenkins.
Mrs. W.A. Cunningham of
Certificates prepared by the
Murray and Mr. and Mrs..
Murray
Teachers
Music
Elbert Alexander of Murray
Association were presented to
Route Six. Great grandparents
those students who appeared in
are Mrs. Hardman Bucy of
the three recitals sponsored by
Buchanan, Tenn., Mr:and Mrs.
MMTA during the year.
W.G. Parrish, and Albert
• 12 Great Guys
Cunningham of Murray Route
• Country Giants
Three,
Nue 75c
Short
•
and sweet
Handling
Many Tunes
NEW YORK 1111'11 -.In
and Delivery
•
Flaming Star
this era of a trend to couples
writing their own weddir%
help you become the turn
• Spanky's Hits
$1 extra each, no age limit in group
VOWS, it's a suke,l
slim person you want to be (Annex is
ut none will
• Genius Hits Road
romp up with the pei-simple
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
Photographer will be here
tans no dangerous drugs No starving
marriage i•eremo y practiced
• Farewell to the
MONDAY & TUESDAY -JUNE 5 & 6
No special exercise Get rid ot s, ess
by an tikitimer at a municipal
Golden Era.
fat and live longer Ockinex has been
marriage license bureau.
Hours: 11-6
Limit:
used successlully by thousands Iii over
- The man performing the
the country for 14 years Odrintx Plan
ceremony
One Per Subject,
asked
the
costs $3 25 and the large economy size
bridegroom: "You want to
Two Per Family!
55 25 You must lose ugly fat or your
marry her'!" The answer:
Bel Air Shopping Center-Murray, Ky.
money will be refunded by your druggist
"Yes.- He asked the bride:
No questions asked Accept no sue
"You want to marry him'?
:mutes Sold with this guarantee by
The bride answered "Yes."
The man Nested' with the
*
powers of uniting a eniiiite
wedlock then said: -You're
0
re
married." And that was that.

1

kk`
Mondity, June 5
First ladies steak night will be
held at the Oaks Country Club at
6:30 p.m. Members bring own
steak and pay one dollar
charge. Make reservations with
Mrs. Ray Junior Story, Mrs.
Tommy Mohon, Mrs. Wallace
Ford, or Mrs. Mickey Boggess.

ists of business, be assured that I am a steady customer
because 1 believe in giving flowers to the living
J. N. N: OKLAHOMA CITY
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Doug Sanders Takes First Tourney
Reds Shutout A's In In Two Years With Win In Kemper

A field of 124 lady golfers
10:01 a.m.-Jackie Ransom,
from Western Kentucky and Grace James, Barbara Morse
four nearby states will begin and Jerry Kohlmeyer.
play at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday in
10:08 a.m.-Dot Arnold, Rosie
the 5th annual George Hart Atkins, Doris Duperrieu and
Tournament at the Calloway Janett Kennedy.
CZUntry Club.
10:15 aan.--Junaita Plant,
Eighteen holes will be played Betty Wallace, Grace N. Smith
over the 6,270-yard layout in the and Helen Shaw.
one-day event with the golfers
10:22 am.-Joyce Stratton,
being flighted at the end of nine Jessie Hutchen, Eulene Holland
holes in one of six flights. and Essie Caldwell.
Several
hundreds of dollars
10:29 a I I.-Mary Anderson,
in silver and special awards Betty Lowry, Arlene Meredith
await the six top winners in and Dot Simmons.
each flight.
10:36 ami.-Venela Sexton,
The defending champion, Evelyn Jones, Betty Jo Purdom
Mrs. Betty Vowell of Fulton, is and Donna Brooks.
scheduled to tee off from the No.
10:43 a.in.-Toopie Thomas,
1 tee at 12:05 p.m. Playing with Evelyn Latta, Molly Jones and
her will be Virginia Davis, Pat Doris Rose.
Mickle and Chi Chi Milles, an 810:50 a.m.-Doris Thomas,
handicapper like Mrs. Vowell Murelle Walker, Mildred Ault
and from Madisonville.
and Maxine Graham.
the only
Mrs. Vowell is
10:57 am.--Jean Halter,
former champion of the event Mabel Simmons, Janice
entered this year. Previous Stubblefield and Mary Alice
winners include: Mrs. Jane Ann Smith.
Nall, Mayfield, 1968; Mrs.
11:04 am.-Sally Mitchell;
Mary Anderson, Metropolis, Dot Dreher and Irene Chitwoock
1969; and Mrs.'Mary Jane
i Starter's Time)
Harris, Paducah, 1970.
NOTE: All ladies teeing off
Two special trohies await after "Starter's Time" should
winners. Winner of the arrive at the club in time to
championship flight, in addition have lunch before their
to a valuable merchandise scheduled tee-off time. Starting
prize, also . will be given time for serving lunch is 11
possession for one-year of the a.m.)
11:30 a.m.-Jerlene
coveted George Hart Memorial Sullivan, Frances Hulse, Dutch
Trophy, given by Mrs. Lochie
Bryant and Joan Fowler.
Hart, Murray,in memory of her
11:37 am.-Nell Newton,Zane
late husband, who was mayor of Taylor, Tobie Williams and Dot
the city, a banker, prominent Fable.
civic leader and active member
11:44 am.-Sandy Weintraub,
of the club.
Helen Glover, Margaret
In addition, the Dorothy Shuffett and Laura Parker.
Holland Team Trophy will be
11:51 am.-Carol Hibbard,
presented to the four players Virgie Wilson, Sue Morris and
from any club whose aggregate Jean Beshear.
score is the lowest of any
11:58 a.m.-Tillie Talmage,
similar group in the tour- Sue Taylor, Violet Cummins
nament. Last year, the Hed- and Eleanor Girffin.
nerson team won this trophy,
12:05 a.m.-Virginia Davis,
which is presented by Al Lind- Defending Champion Betty
sey, Murray, in memory of his Vowel!, Chi Chi Mills and Pat
aunt, who died in February, Mickle.
1970.
12:12 a.m.-Wanda Mullinax
The ladies participating in the
Mary Jane Alford, Barbara
tournament and their starting Mitchell and Virginia Everett.
times, ,all from the No. 1 tee,
are:
8:30 am.--Betty Suiter,
Shirley Morris, Bea Tapp and
Euldene Robinson.
8:37 a.m.-Lolly Edwards, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Vicki Newton, Jean Wilson and
BATTING (90 at bats)-Pi Bobbie Garrison.
niella, KC, .333; D.Allen, Chi,
8:44 am.-Pauline Green, .331,
RUNS-Harper, Bsn, 30; ToShirley Priddle, Euvie Mitchell
yer, Min, 30.
and Frances'Parker.
RUNS BATTED IN-D.Allen,
8:51 am.-Mary Contri, Patsy Chi, 37; R.Jackson, Oak, 28.
HITS-Piniella, Ke-116; Rudi,
Oakley, Dorothy L,asley and Oak, 53.
DOUBLES-Rudl, Oak, 11;
Alicya Komorowski.
Harper, Bsn. 10:' R.Jackson,
8:58 a.m.-Ruby Sharp, Sue Oak,
10.
Brown, Millie Bollone and
TRIPLES-McCraw, Cie, 4;
Fisk,
Bsn, 3; Rudi, Oak, 3.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer.
HOME RUNS-Duncan, Oak,
9:05 a.m.-Anna Mary Adams, 10; R.Jackson, Oak,
10.
STOLEN
Alma Waskom, Dixie Coleman
BASES-D.Nelson,
Tex, 18; P.Kelly, Chi, 12.
and Pat Wilhelm.
PITCHING (4 ciecisions)9:12 am.--Bert Schriener, Kaat, MM, 61, .657, 1.84; Lee,
Edith
Nichols, Georgiaruui Bsn, 4-1, .800, 3.98.
STRIKEOUTS-tolich,
Oat,
Moorman and Margaret Sch- 73; Biyleven, Min, 71.
midt.
1:
NATIONAL LEAGUE
9:19 a.m.-Toni Piercy, Betty
BATTING (90 at bats)-Sang
Johnson, Lois McCann and uillen,
Pgh, 150; M.Alou, StL.
Edith Garrison.
342
RUNS-Morgan, Cm, 44.
9:26 am.-Frances Miller,
Bonds, SF, 38
Betty Hinton, Virginia Howard
RUNS BATTED IN -King
man, SF, 38, Stargell, Pgh, 35;
and Hilda Jackson.
Cin, 35
9:33am.-Norma Frank, Inus Bench,
HITS-- Brock, StL, 58; Bonds,
On-, Beverly Spann and Ray SE, 58
. DOUBLES-Agiee, NY, 12;
Mielde7
Fuentes. SF, 12; Zona:- SP; It;
9:40 am.-Bertha Beazley. Speer, SF, 12,
T R I PLE$-Pelmet, Poo. 4;
Ann Finch, Polly Seale and
Tolan, Cin,, 4.
Bobbie Davis.
HOME RUNS-Kingman. SF,
9:47 am.--Lillian Cotthoff, 14, Bench, Cin, 13.
STOLEN
BASES-Morgan,
Betty Nelson and Rowena
C,n, 19, Brock, StL, 16
Cullom.
PITCHING (4 DecisionS)9:54 am.-June M. Thornton, Sutton, LA, 80, 1.000, 1 14;
Mon, 4,0, 1.000, 2 57.
Mary Ann Taylor, Beverly Marshall,
STRIKEOUTS -Carlton, Phi,
101 Seaver NY 65
Parker and Judy Latimer.

FOR RENT or LEASE

Commercial Building available immediately for
Rent or Lease. Formerly Lassiter-McKinney Glass
location on Sycamore Street
•Pared Parting •Paneled and Carpeted Office

•3,400 sq. ft
For Further Information
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124 Ladies To Compete
In George Hart Tourney

Major League
Leaders
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Little League Action
Brad Taylor pitched a one hit shutout to lead the Reds to a
6-0 win over the Athletics Friday night in the Little League.
The other league game found the Astros outslugging the
Cards 11-8.
The Reds, who have won two straight contests, managed
only four hits off of losing pitcher Scott Scarborough. David
Mathis, Dean Cherry, Terry Gibson and Bryan Scott all
picked up a hit apiece to account for the six runs scored by
the Reds. Taylor, who was touched by Mike Howard for the
Athletics only hit, fanned 12 men in going the five innings for
the win.
Kevin McIntosh had three hits, including a homer,and Dan
Rodgers picked up three safeties to lead the Astros to a three
run win over the Cards. The win evens the Astros' mark to 1-1
while the Cards are winless in two outings.
Mickey McKeel added two hits while Bill Wilson and Rex
Smith had a hit to round out the hitting for the winners For
the Cards, Andy Harrell had three hits while Rex Jackson
and Shey Sykes picked up two. Terry Smith, Randy Garland
and Mike Utley also hit safely.
In the Park League action,the Astros slugged the Reds 19-2
while the Cubs edged the Braves 9-8.
David Story had three hits, including a homer, to pace the
Astros to the win. Dennis Spencer, George Bell and Jeff
Cartwright also had hits. Winning pitcher Joe Kim Herman
picked up three hits.
For the losers, Eddie Rhodes had two hits while Tommy
Workman,Andy Bart/Iola:iv and John Rickman all had a hit
_
apiece.
The Cubs used two hits apiece by Todd Ilradshaw and
Roger Colson to take a 9-8 win over the Braves. Winning
pitcher Kim Kindall added a hit as did Danny Sims.
Howie Crittenden, Randy Mayfield and Mark Smith all had
two hits for the losers while Stacy Smith added one hit.
Tonight's Park League play will find the Braves tangling,
with the Astros and the Cubs taking on the Reds in Division
Two play.

By BOB GREEN
issueiated Press Golf Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP)There was Just a trace of a
smile around the lips as Doug
Sanders announced In obvious
but restrained delight:
"I've proved I can still play.
And I've proved lean still win.
You can't imagine what a wonderful feeling it is."
The dapper guy had just
scored a dramatic, one-stroke
victory over Lee Trevino with a
long birdie putt on the final
hole of the $175,000 Kemper
Open Sunday, confounding the
critics who had written his golfing obituaries scores of times.
He'd been derided for his admitted playboy attitude toward
life, complete with late hours
and liquor. Purists said his
unorthodox, short swing would
fail him with his advancing
years. He lost his exempt status when he failed to play well
enough to make the top 60 money winners last season. He
hadn't won in two years.
His 19th career victory, worth
$35,000 and a congratulatory
telephone call from sometimes
'aying partner Vice President

Spiro Agnew, solved it all.
"When that putt dropped, it
was like a blessing from heaven," said Sanders. "I don't
know how long it was. Some
people say 40 feet. Some say 20,
but I think it broke that much."
His winning birdie on the
72nd hole, before a hugh gallery of some 23,000 basking in
the bright, warm sunshine and
sweating out one of the most
exciting finishes of the year on
the pro tour, gave the 38-yearold Sanders a four-under-par 68
on his final round.
His 13-under-par total of 275
on the 7,278 yard Quail Hollow
Cluntry Club course was a
single stroke better than Trevino, who missed a 10-foot birdie putt on the. final hole that
would have tied it. Trevino hada 69.
Labron Harris was next at
377, with South African Gary
Player, Australian Bruce Devlin and Cesar Sanudo tied at
278. Ray Floyd, Dave Hill and
Tom Shaw followed at 279 in
the closely bunched field.
Gibby Gibert, who led the
second and third rounds, went
to a 75-281 and was tied at that

figure with defending champ
Toni Weiskopf. Billy Casper
had a 282 and Arnold Palmer
was far back in the field at 288.
Jack Nicklaus did not complete.
Sanders played in the group
just in frontof Trevino and was
tied with the dangerous, gritty
Super Mex where he went to
the final hole, a 448-yard par
four, uphill and with a dogleg
left.
Sanders drove the fairway

inherititiewinct

Legion Team Opens At
Paris
Tomorrow Night
Oakland Shuts Out Birds
Twice Sunday; 2-0, 2-0

By HERSC'HEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
They don't call the Baltimore
Orioles the O's for nothing;
they got 18 of them Sunday.
You know-zeroes, goose
eggs, O's. The Orioles got nine
of them -000 000 000-in the
first game of Sunday's doubleheader against Oakland and
awe more-000 000 000--in the
nightcap.
The A's got 16 O's themselves
but had the presence of mind to
score twice in the first inning
of each game en route to a 2-0,
2-0 sweep of the beleaguered
Orioles. The double defeat
dropped Baltimore's three-in-arow American League champs
into third place in the East Division, three games behind Detroit and one percentage point
in back of Cleveland.
Elsewhere, the
Tigers
blanked Minnesota 3-0, the Indians turned back California 64,
the Chicago White Sox took a
pair from the New York Yankees 6-1 and 5-4, Boston defeated Kansas City 4-0 after
dropping the opener 7-5 and
Texas blasted Milwaukee 10-0.
Baltimore has played 41
games and has managed to win
only 21. One of the reasons is
such feeble batting averages as
Ellie Hendricks' .114, Boog
Powell's .156, Mark Belanger's
.159, Andy Etchebarren's .189,
Don Buford's .203, Brooks Robinson's .236, Paul Blair's .246
and Dave Johnson's .248.
Catfish Hunter squelched the
Orioles on two hits in the opener while rookie Dave Hamilton,
Rollie Fingers and Darold
Knowles combined for the shutout in the nightcap. Sal Bando's
two-run homer off Mike Cuellar
decided the first game and the
A's touched Doyle Alexander in
the first inning of the nightcap
on a walk, singles by Joe Rudi
and Reggie Jackson and
at Bando's double play grounder.
Detroit's Tom Timmerman
blanked the Twins on four hits
and Mickey Stanley broke up a
scoreless duel with a two-run
homer in the seventh off Bert
Blyleven, only the second hit
off the hardthrowing righthander
The Indians piled up a sixrun lead against the Angels
with Alex Johnson homering
and pitcher Milt Wilcox socking
a two-run double, but had to
hold on to win. Leroy Stanton
homered for the losers.
Dick Allen sniashed a dramatic three-run pinch homer
off Sparky Lyle, the Yankees'
ace reliever, in the ninth inning
to lift the White Sox to their
sweep before a crowd of 51,904.
Mike Andrews and -13artos
May delivered two-run singles
off Mel Stottlemyre in the opener and Bill Melton homered.
Ron Blombffk-ronnected for
the Yanki
•
John Curtis pitched the Red
ISox to victory in their second
game with a seven-hitter after
Paul Schaal's grand slam home
dtalive-.eurrralit
enabled the floYitrilirwitill'itr

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
David Hughes has been given
the nod for mound duties
Tuesday night as the Murray
American Lesiori begins its
season at Paris,Tennessee. The
game will be the first played by
Murray in the newly formed
Ken-Tenn Amefican Legion
Baseball League.

opener. Tommy Harper hornered for the Red Sox.
Texas kayoed Milwaukee's
Skip Lockwood, who pitched a
one-hitter his last time out,
with six runs in the first inning
and Rich Hand, Mike Paul and
Horacio Pina tamed the Brew-.
Hughes, a hard throwing
ers on sixliits. southpaw who won three games
for the-Murray High Tigers this
season, will have five other men
sharing the mound duties this
season. Calloway County's Dan
Thompson, who pitched several
fine ballgames this year, and
Today's Baseball
1 Murray- High's Dean Willis are
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
the only other two high school
American League
hurlers on the team. Former
East
VI L. Pct. GB
high school standouts Charlie
24 17 .585 Detroit
Gibbs, Charlie Robinson and
20 19 .513 3
Cleveland
Baltimore
21 20 512 3
Johnny Rayburn will form the
17 22 436 6
Boston
York
1
2 remainder of the pitching staff.
18 24 429 6/
New
15 23 395 Ph
Milwaukee
All single games will be
West
scheduled for nine innings and
28 13 683 Oakland
- 25 17 595 3.2 double headers will go for seven
Chicago
23 16 590 4
Minneso'a
1
2 innings. If after five complete
20 24 455 9/
California
18 26 409 111 innings a team is leading by
Texas
17 25 405 Ili eight runs in a scheduled seven
Kansas City
Saturday's Results
inning game or ten runs in a
California 8, Cleveland 4
Oakland 4, Baltimore 2
scheduled nine inning game,the
Detroit 5, Minnesota 3
contest will be called and go into
Milwaukee 3, Texas 1
the books as a completed game.
Boston 10, Kansas City 4
New York 18, Chicago 10, 13
Rained out games will be
innings

Standings

rescheduled later as the first
game of a doubleheader. The
makeup games will be played
on the home team's field at the
next scheduled meeting between the two ballelubs.

Catching duties this season,
for Murray will fall to Murray
High star Mike C,athey. The
remaining infielders and outfielders will be chosen from the
rest of the
squad. Ronald
Crouch will be acting as the
field manager while Cary Miller
will be the coach.
Tuesday's 7:30 game will be
followed Wednesday by another
7:30 p.m. clash at Paris. The
home game scheduled with
paducah Thursday night has
been .wipved jo,.,Paducah, The
locals will now open their home
slate next Monday with a 7:30
p.m. clash with Union City at
Holland Stadium. Admission for
all home games will be one
dollar for adults and fifty cents
for students.
The complete Murray roster
is as follows:
Dan Thompson, David
Hughes, Charlie Gibbs, Johnny
Rayburn, Charlie Robinson,
Dean
Willis, Mike Cathey,
Mitch Ward, Joe Resig, Ronnie
Dunn, David Alexander, Brown
Crouch and Johnny Williams.

Sunday's Results
Oakland 2 2, Baltimore 0-0
Cleveland 6, California 4
Texas 10, Milwaukee 0
Kansas city 7-0. Boston 54
Detroit 3, Minnesota 0
Chicago 6-5, New York 1
Monday's Games
Minnesota (Woodson 3 3) at
;Baltimore (McNally 5-4), night
Oakland (Odom 2 1) at Cleve
land (Perry 9-3), night.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Kansas City,
night
New York at Texas. night
Boston at Chicago, night
California at Detroit, 2, twinight
Oakland at Cleveland. night
Minnesota at Baltimore, night
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
New York
31 13 .705
Pittsburgh
27 16 .628 31 7
Chicago
24 18 .571 6
19 24 .442 11'..2
Montreal
17 28 .378 14/
St. Louis
1
2
Philadelphia Wes
t: 28 444 15
Los Angeles
28
27 148
8 :600
600
Cincinnati
Houston
16 19 .571 11
/
2
Atlanta
20 23 .465 61.4
San Diego
16 29 .356 11,/,
Francisco 17 34- .333 13/
San
1
2
Saturday's Results
New York 5 Atlanta 2
Cincinnati 6. Philadefphia 5,
10 innings
Montreal 1, Houston 0, 10 in.
rings
Los Angeles 1, St. Louis 0
Chicago 8, SOW 01090-3
-Pittsburgh 4, San Francisco 3
Sunday's Results
Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia 0
Houston S. Montreal 0
Atlanta 9, New York 3
Chicago 3, San Dim) 1
St Louis 4, Los Angeles 0
Pittsburgh 4-9, San Francisco
31
_
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh (Ellis 5-2) at San
Diego (Norman 44), night
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Montreal, night
Cincinnati at New York, night
Houston
at
Philadelphia,
night
Chicago at Los Angeles, night
Pittsburgh
at
San
Diego.
night
--k.ouis et San Francisco.
night

NICKLAUS WINS
Golfer Jack Nicklaus won the
_Nelson Classic and
-119400-oal4ay 3,1970._ _
•

and hit his second to a bank on
the left of the green, the ball
trickling down to the fringe,
some 10 yards from the cup. he
took 40 seconds exactly lining it
up, then stroked it and raised a
clenched right fist aloft as the
ball dropped in the cup.
Trevino, pacing restlessly in
the fairway while Sanders putted out, ripped his second shot
dead at the flag but didn't even
hit the hole on the 10-foot putt
that would have tied it.

-

If you like the idea of tooling down the
open road in an open car, guess what?
The good old reliable, practical, utterly
sensible Volkswagen people make a nice
impractical, senseless, utterly frivolous convertible.
With the top down, the Volkswagen convertible puts the wind in your hair, the sun
on your cheek, and the stars in your eyes.
You ore at the mercy of the elements.
But with the top up, the elements are at
your mercy.
Rain won't leak in since the top overlaps
the windshield frame. Cold won't seep
through because the top is layered—vinyl
above, leatherette below. Sound is kept to
a minimum due to the good inch of padding
that separates the two.
So, you see, it really isn't as drastic a
character change as it may seem.
The same scrupulous inspection routine
and the identical yearly improvements that
go into the making of every beetle, go into
the making of every convertible.
Elgt5,1'sorfte'ec' tinOmy that comes out
al4riving the beegitlen-taira reatiiiringly
intact with the topless version.
One thing more.
Don't go searching high and low on the
dashboard for the control that works the
top.
The mechanism that raises and lowers it
is right at your fingertips. In fact, it is your
fingertips.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
Open Mo-1.-Sat.
7:30 a . m .-5 p. m .

803 Chestnut Street, Mu-ray
Ph. 753-8350

MONDAY • TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Tex i
Dis

3

Drycleaning SPECIAL

SHIRTS
Laundered to Perfection
Specials Good June 5, 6, 7

each

Ti

10
per customer
please!
Limit

-No

t
SWEATERS
sn
6

'••

any

SPORT COATS

3gar $1.09

Drapes Cleaned

20ozt•a- 250=
alb
Should be

Knits

Ia

Dry Cleaned By
Professionals

Th

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
Cenhal Shopping Center
Phone 753-9084
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Asums•••••=momi,

1972
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Vacation Spectacular!
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* 3 BIG DAYS *

WELCOME

Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday, June 6, 7 & 8
Prices Good Tues., Wed., & Thurs., Except Where Noted

BANKAINERICARD.

ly
rs putshot
even
t putt

Only 16 in Stock

HUSTLER

POWER
MOWER

NEW PLUGS...
AC-Autolite-Champion

With Briggs & Stratton Engine
•20" Cut
•3 h.p.
•Model 602

MOUTHWASH & GARGLE
24 FL Oz. Bottle

Limit 6 Q.

LADIES
Large Table of LADIES

Asst BLOUSES

pr
.

$300
Childrens & Ladies

DOUBLE KNIT

Tennis Shoes PAPER
$ oo Pr. PLATES

MATERIAL
SHASTA

SHAMPOO
Our Reg. '1.37

Only $244 ye.

Asst. Sizes & Colors
24-INCH

REEL
R•9. s17.97

HOODED

Kleenex

Viva

GRILL

PAPER
TOWELS

1288

by Buddy L

Shakespeare

Texize Pink Lotion
1,0001,ZED
L•Lt.

Dishwashing Detergent

3

32-oz.
Bottle

SPINNING
Reg. '12.77

4/991

REEL

Only

Model 2052

SHAKESPEARE

FIREBIRD REEL

Reg. '22.97

997

88;

100 COUNT

Family Size
32-Qt Insulated

COOLER
CHEST
Reg. '7.97
$644

Model 2331
In

For Your Wigs, Fall
or Hat

Sale Price
1.1mit:$

Jumbo Roll
NEW

FASHION
FORMS

Garcia Mitchell 300

SPINNING

5/991
Scott

SWIMSUITS

AU Colors & Sizes

2

BOTRE DRINKS
•28-oz Bottle
•Asst Flavors

Full warranty.

10W 30

SHORTS

Reg. S1.47

Family Size
LIQUID PRELL

44

MOTOR OIL

AU.'1.77 & '1.97
POLYESTER KNIT

SCOPE

RADIO

Six band- portable clock
radio by Juliette. Full44
push button operation.
Powerful 5" round- PM
dynamic Hi-Fl speaker.
Built-in AC power supply.
Built-in DC ciOsic:Ctimpare at 59.88

'QUAKER STATE SUPER BLEND

ELECTRIC FAN
Only $888

LIMIT 2

t'

All At LOW DISCOUNT PRICES!!
20-IN. EASTERN

10 PACK
TOILET TISSUE

BANKAMERICARD.

AM/FM
POLICE BAND

TILLER

Rag.'47.88

WELCOME

Box

Cold Drink

Cups
Pkg. of 100
Reg. 88' Limit: 2

2P 1 00

Credne
These Items Good Tuesday, June 6, From 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. ONLY!
5 FT REDWOOD

..„)

PICNIC TABLE

20 lb. Bag

with 2 Benches

ATS

Reg. '24.88
$ 1 777

CHARCOAL

13,u

10..••eSt
it's culled Big Shot bf fr.,iu:p
taiNk<, only close-up portrait 'hiJK ,i1,-; of P;clure,, you've always want.. :
a minute Ea

50 FOOT

GARDEN
HOSE

teat
ined

Reg.
97 ea.
This Price Good Tues. Only
6 p m. 11 p.m.

neRs
g Center
84

i.-6 p.m.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

This Price Good Tues.
Only
6 p.m.-11 p.m.

Bel Air Shopping Center
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

*Acres of Free Parking!

Phone 753-8777

BANKAMERICARD
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ARCTIC LINK

7
/
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Your Individual Horoscope

Canada
plans oil,
gas road

*4.

Frances Drake

'37 3117
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 6, 1972
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
what your outlook is, according
Meet competition - but in a
to the stars.
subtle manner. Advancement
notable in economics, industry,
ARIES
sales, educational pursuits.
iMar. 21 to Apr. 20)

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

grA

If faced with a quick change
or unexpected suggestion, don't
reject summarily. Maintain
poise and consider all factors
before making a decision.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) d((ir
An excellent period for
broadening your outlook, introducing new ideas and
systems into your regular
program. But do not switch
position or tactics in a way that
betokens instability.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jail. 201
Mixed planetary influences
give a total of picture of
alternating apathy, readiness,
indecision, enthusiasm. Firm
up!

116\tc

31 t

4.1.-n

FOR A VACATION TO REMEMBER
/01'w""shi.

ByTHE SEA_D
This is the Life! Gracious livins in clublike atmosphere.
Private ocean beach and,,.
fresh water pool. King-size
MOMS.Sumptuous suites with f•
private balconies. Close to
all Florida fun spots. Personal
friendly hospitality by ownermanagement.
Efficiency Apts.-Rooms
One Bedroom Apts-,-Air conditioned
Affiliated with Ruttier Resorts
in Minnesota and Florida
For Color Brochure write
W. D. Ruttier
AUTT6E11 BY DIE SEA
4660 El Mar Drive
Lauderdale By The Sea, Fla. 333011
tel 305/564-4351

\

•

• SBA

_
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

is • -

.•
-

4

I
0.4

a

- if

THE

VIEW

NEW—

former

Red China loins
foreign aid club
By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - China is becoming one of the largest and
most eager foreign aid doom_
-in the world.
At a time when the value of
foreign assistance programs is
being questioned by growing
numbers of Americans, the
Chinese have been boosting
their foreign aid effort to nonCommunist developing countries.
Although China has been an
aid giver for many years, the
assistance effort really began
taking off only in 1970. Since
then, China has offered loans
and grants totaling an estimated $2 billion.
A huge chunk of that - $400
million - was committed in
1970 to Tanzania and Zambia
for construction of a railway
system between the two African nations.
Total economic and technical
assistance offered by Peking
last year amounted to some
8600 million. Exact totals are
impossible' to determine since
the Chinese frequently do not
disclose the amounts of the
loans and grants they make.
Judging by agreements
signed so far this year - including a $30-odd million loan
to Malta - the trend of the last
two years is continuing and
total aid outlays may reach an
all-time high in 1972.
Among countries now receiving Chinese economic and technical aid are Iraq, Ethiopia,
Sierra Leone, Peru, Guyana,
Burma, Uganda, Algeria,
Chad, Turkey, Pakistan and
Malta.
This is not to mention the aid
China gives to Communist nations,including North Vietnam,
North Korea, Romania and Albania.
Peking also has a military
assistance program (aside
from its aid to North Vietnam
and other Communist states).
China has been a big supplier
of military.hardware to Pakistan arid has recently concluded
an agreement to provide jet
fighters to Tanzania.
No other major donor in the
world offers assistance on
terms as good as those provided by Peking.
Chinese loans usually are interest free and have repayment
schedules stretched over 20 to
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In LOROX country. soils average 1% to 4% organic matter:
and that's where Ou Pont
LOROX linuron weed killer outperforms other soybean herbicides. It controls annual broadleaf weeds and grasses at least
cost.
Weeds such as pigweed. buttonweed (velvetlean, roxtail.
lambsquarters. crabgrass. and
fall panicirrn are oasity can-

IS

Ballingdon Hall, an Elizabethan mansion, rests on its
new Site near Sudbury. England. The structure, built in 1593, was moved a half mile after its
owner learned that the land in front of its
location was oned for light industry.

IF YOU GROW

trolled when you apply LOROX
preemergence. And you pay aslittle as $2 per acre for LOROX
banded on a silt loam soil with
2% organic matte-. Broadcast
treatment costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
too-LOROX for spray use or
LOROX "G" for granular application.
WO.- any rnerninal. follow
1,nny my* vv#rnayoyej4-404•4444.

6ee us for your supply of LOROX today
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AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
•
You may now experience a
sense of frustration, along with
boredom and fretfulness. Your
keen mind and innate good
sense can, should, strongly
counteract.

GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Use that quick-thinking mind
of yours to prevent errors and PISCES
keep you from acting hastily or (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCX.
impulsively. Consider a new
Some earnings and credits
outlet for your talents.
may be less than expected, but
the general outlook is excellent
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23). 431
0 for benefits through sustained
Capitalize on present trends; efforts over a period of time.
convert to superior methods
where feasible. But do not make
drastic changes in projects now
YOU BORN TODAY: Verrunning smoothly.
satility and activity are the
Geminian's keynotes and those
LEO
of you whose birthdate this is
July 24 to Aug. 23) /2
Map out a clearly defined pro- are most typical of your Sign.
gram devoid of time-wasters. You are innately energetic,
Accomodate to necessary concise, skillful and always
changes, but emphasize stick- effective in your endeavors. The
to-itiveness. Romance and duality of the "tvrins," who
symbolize this sector of the
travel favored.
zodiac, is best expressed in your
VIRGO
personality - lighthearted and
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
an interesting conversationalist
Helpful influences, but you usually, but contemplative and
will have to be alert, none- even moody at others. You have
theless. You may have to try a a great love of people and
new tack or make changes in travel,and could succeed in any
pre-set plans, but they should be field which takes you afar and
for the better.
involves dealing with the public.
You could also make a success
LIBRA
of the law, the theater, art,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
literature or music. Birthdate
Especially favored under of: John A. Roebling,
engineer
day's somewhat unusual but, on
designer of the Brooklyn
the whole, friendly aspects: Bridge); Pierre Corneille,
Fr.
Secretarial and clerical work; dramatist.
mathematics, artistry and
• • •
science generally.
YOUR
PERSONAL
HOROSCOPE
SCORPIO
FOR 1072 — including a detailed day
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MIeV' by day forecest, complete guide to
lots 1010 nftM•04#0, and a corn
Stretch a point where it will
Prenensire character analysis - is
now available. For 0010# personal
pay off later. A vote of conforecast, send 1,1 00 plus 25 cents in
CO., For postime and handling es this
fidence is sometimes necessary
newspaper, care of Horoticope book
to secure cooperation. Maintain
Department, Box 173, Old Chelsea
Station. New YOrk. NY 10011 Print
a steady hand and a discerning
Your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP and
DATE OF BIRTH
eye.

-
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OTTAWA - Prime Minister
P ierre
Trudeau's
parliamentary forces which
only a few years ago sneered at
development plans for the
Canadian north now are getting
into that very field to the tune
of billions of dollars.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W. Railroad- Ave.
Phone 753-1933

30 years. A good share of its
economic and technical assistance is offered virtually free.
China usually provides both
commodities and machinery
and equipment for development projects with its aid. In
return, China accepts the
produce of the recipient country in repayment of loans.
Peking also makes a fetish of
its claim that it offers its assistance without any strings. The
Chinese have laid down eight
principles which govern their
aid to other countries.
Some of those principles are:
- In giving aid, China
"never attaches any conditions
or asks for any privileges in return."
- kid provided by the Chinese government "is not tc
make the recipient countries
dependent on China but to help
them embark step by step on
the road of sell-reliance and independent economic development."
- "The Chinese government
provides the best quality equipment and material of its own
manufacture at international
market prices. If the equipment and material provided
are not up to the agreed specifications and quality, the Chinese government undertakes to
replace them."
- "The experts dispatched
by China to help in construction
in the recipient countries will
have the same standard of living as the experts of the recipient country. The Chinese
experts are not allowed to
make any special 'demands or
enjoy any special amenities."
The last principle, that of
having China's workers live
like workers in the host country, is religiously adhered to
and has won China much praise
frail] countries receiving its
aid.
While providing increasing
amounts of foreign aid, China
somewhat hypocritically shuns
any foreign assistance for its
development. The difference,
Peking says, is that China's aid
is totally without strings (a
claim many would dispute)
while the aid offered by other
countries is not.
The fact of the matter is that
China was badly burned by the
Russians, who cut off their foreign assistance in 1960 and sent
their experts home. Literally
dozens of major plants were
left half-completed, and the
Russians took their blueprints
with them, making it extremely difficult for the Chinese to
complete the Soviet-assisted
projects.
While China may not attach
visible strings to its economic
and technical assistance, there
can be no doubt that Peking has
some ulterior motives in offering aid. The Chinese are making it increasingly clear that they want
to become the leader of the socalled third world, or the developing countries of Asia.
Africa and Latin America
Seemingly selfless aid is one
way China is trying to achieve
that end.

Bands Needed
By Festival
The Program Committee of
the International Banana
Festival is looking for area
dance band groups to play for
various activities of the
Festival beginning August 16.
Persons having a dance band
and interested in playing at the
huge Bananarama and street
dance to be held on August 16,
please write, not call, Mrs.
Christine Batts at the Banana
Festival Office, P.O. Box 423,
Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
''Square dance groups,
musical combos and other
entertainment groups are urged
to get in touch with the Festival
office by July 1, since selections
will be made on a first-come,
first-serve basis," Mrs. Batts
said.
"The best bands chosen for
the Banarama on August 16 will
be given the opportunity to play
for a reasonable fee for the
Briar Patch dances and other
events during the Festival," she
continued. In contacting the
Festival Office about the
Bananarama, please
be
prepared to state the amount
you will charge for a paid
engagement, and also when
your group would be available
for an audition."

Trudeau has disclosed his
government will start this
summer on an all-weather
highway along the full length of
the Mackenzie Valley as the
first stage of a 610 billion oil,
gas and road corridor.
The road itself will stretch
more than 1,000 miles through
the Northwest Territories from
Fort Simpson to Tuktayaktuk
on the Arctic Ocean. The
roadway itself will cost between $70 and $100
It is not so many years ago
that former Conservative
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker proposed a major policy
of road building in the far north
to open up this territory with its
rich oil, gas and mineral
potential for exploitation.
The Liberal Party, now
headed by Trudeau, derided
the Diefenbaker "vision of the
north" and accused him of
planning to waste milliorls of
dollars building roads'-from
igloo to igloo."
The northern road policy became an election issue and with
the defeat of Diefenbaker, had
not had a priority rating.
Now, with another general
election on the way, Trudeau
has resurrected the scheme of
great developments for the
Canadian northern territories.
In fairness to the prime
minister, it appears he is
serious in has plan for an oil,
gas and road corridor linking
southern Canada and the
United States with the arctic.
Announcement of the huge
scheme will certainly help
Trudeau win votes he sorely
needs.
But discoveries of oil and gas
in the Mackenzie Valley area
and the arctic have provided
sound economic reasons for

with this
going ahead
tremendous project.
There is more to it than that,
of course - Trudeau would like
to see a pipeline carrying oil
from Alaska North Slope to the
United States linked with the
Canadian roadway,
For ecological and economic
reasons, Canada has strongly
opposed the plan most favored
by the oil companies to transport the Alaska oil by tanker
alongside the Pacific coastline
af Canada to Southern U. S.
ports.
Canadians fear that terrible
damage may be caused by
accidental spillage from some
the huge tankers which
would be used in future years.
Many U. S. interests feel the
same concern.
Economically it would be
very helpful to Canada if U. S.
oil firms were to participate
financially in the cost of the
new road to resources. Indeed,
already Trudeau hopes to
recover some of the roadway
expenditure from the pipeline
companies using the new link
with the arctic.
Trudeau's plans for opening
of the north .sre not confined to
such prosaic facilities as roads.
He has also reported that
Canadian research is working
on a giant resource-carrying
aircraft, a plan that would be
much bigger than anything now
flying. It evidently would be
used to bring out mineral
resources from otherwise
inaccessible mining finds in the
arctic.
The prime minister also
plans an expanded port facility
for Hudson Bay to speed
movement of prairie grain
overseas.
Trudeau's enthusiasm for the
far north may have some
purely political motivation. But
it does fit in with his claim of
Canadian sovereignty in the
arctic, which can only be
assured by Canadian activity in
that vast area.
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Toll Roads See
Traffic Rise
FRANKFORT, Ky.-It may
not be until the next three-day
holiday that Kentucky's toll
roads will register the amount
of traffic realized during the
recent Memorial Day weekend.
For the period 3 p.m. Friday,
May 26, to midnight, May 29, the
states's eight toll roads carried
634,385 vehicles.
Although
this figure an
average of 181.240 vehicles
may. not be impressive, it
becomes somewhat more so
14 hen you consider that three of
the toll roads together accounted for a mere 28,359
vehicles.
The Daniel Boone Parkway,
between Manchesger and
London, had only 6626 vehicles
in the 3,2 day span,the Audubon
Parkway registered 10,734 and
Purchase Parkway traffic
totaled 10,999.
Heading the list of the
heavily-traveled toll roads was
the Kentucky Turnpike, which
carried 330,742 vehicles. The
traffic count then falls off
considerably, to the 86,492
vehicles counted on the Western
Kentucky Parkway and the
84,041 on the Mountain Parkway. - There were 62,066 vehicles
using the Blue Grass Parkway,
which, like the Western Kentucky,deposits one of its lines of
traffic onto the Kentucky
Turnpike. The Pennyrile Parkway showed 42,685 vehicles for
the same period.
Add to the 634,385 vehicles the
estimated total of 9,922,260
miles traveled on the system
during the weekend with no
fatalities and only a handful of
minor accidents and injuries,
and you'd repeat the words of
highway officials.."an outstanding weekend."

Corn is a native American
crop and more than 80' percent
of the world's corn is produced
in the United States.

Millions of post-Korean
Conflict veterans separated
from service between Jan. 31,
1955, and June I, 1966 have only
The food industry in the until May 31, 1974,
to complete
United States annually requires their GI Bill
schooling, VA a
6.7 billion man-hours of labor_'- announced
recently.
and accounts for nearly 12
percent of this nation's worth.

The United States currently
produces less than one percent
of the world's sunflower oil
supply.
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extraordinary
what we
can do for you
if you let us
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Wish upon a star for islands in the, sun where the
moon never beams without bringing you dreams.
Then,come into the Extraordinary Bank and
let us give you the sun and moon and help fulfill every
wish you've ever made on a star.
Ills Extraordinry What We Can Do For You
If You Let Us!
The Extraordinary Rank s.
cAr
olow,

PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY

KY.

Three Convenient Locations
LESS DDT
During 1972, the U.S.D.A. is
looking to implement a broad
program designed to help
fanners -.control pests more
effectively
and
more
ecomunically, while at the same
time reducing the amount of
DDT and other chemical
pesticides,currently being used.
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By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Talk about progress! The 200
inhabitants of Sandy Island,
S.C., know what it means at
last. They have achieved what
most Americans long since
have taken for granted — telephone service.
Sandy Island is an isolated
little slice of lowland cut off not
only from South Carolina but
the rest of the world as well by
rivers, swamps and marshes in
the coastal region of the state.
Inhabited by the descendants
of ex-slaves who settled there
after the Civil War, Sandy Island also is the home of alligator, bear, wild boar, deer,
duck and wild turkey. Like the
people there, they seem to like
the great oaks covered with
thick layers of drooping Spanish moss and the fine white
sand from which the island
drew its name.
It has been a long wait, but finally work crews of the General Telephone Co. of the Southeast have laid a section of underwater cable across the Waccamaw River to provide service to these descendants of
Philip Washington, a freed
slave who bought the riverfront
land after the War Between the
States and carved out a home
for his family.
Until now, outside communication available to the islander's was a pay phone on a boat
landing at Brookgreen Gardens, a mile away. Or in emergencies, residents could call
out over a civil defense radio
unit.
The project is costing the
utility more than $45,0110, but
Richard A. Lamer, GTS South
Carolina division manager,
says it's long overdue.
"Sandy Islanders have been
living virtually without communications with the outside
world," he points out. "We believe the project will add substantially to their safety and
v.ell-being."

Central Shopping Center
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Sat.
1-6 p.m. Sunday

ON OUR GREAT VALUES
Prices Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., June 5-6-7

BATHROOMSPACE
VELOUR
SAVER
BATH
•Extends to 8 Ft
TOWELS,
Height
•Decorator
•Two Shelves &
Compartment with
Sliding Doors

Colors
•Prints,

PLASTIC
TERRY

DISH
TOWELS
•100% Cotton
,%,‘

Stripes,y-17old

TRASH CAN
LINERS
•20-Gal. Size with Twist Ties

•Lint Free
•3 to Package

•Ideal for Towels &
Toiletries

50-60 inches Wide
Ideal for Suits or Dresses.
While Quantities Last!

Regular '1.00

There now are private-line
phones to 19 of the 23 island
dwellings.
Prince W. Wasigngtori, 787
year-old great-grandson of
Philip Washington and the
community's patriarch and unofficial mayor, says he's glad
about the phone service because he believes in progress.

66t.

And now he and his wife, Rebecca, will be able to talk with
their six children and 13 grandchildren living in scattered regions of the country and
abroad.
They'll have to call granddad, however.
"I don't want my phone bill to
get too high," he explains.
Sandy Island is one of the few
places in North America where
the Venus's-flytrap — a lovely
but sinister plant which lives
off insects it snares in its leaves
— grows wild. It also is a popular hunting preserve.
Philip Washington bought the
30-square-mile island for $10 —
less than his great-grandson's
phone bill would be if he were a
big talker.

A lot of wondrous things
seem to be happening at hospitals these days, aside frail successful transplants.
Take some recent events at
San Diego's Sharp Hospital.
For example, Rena walked into
the hospital nearly every day,
took the elevator to the seventh
floor and visited her loved one.
He is Donald L. Anderson, 73
and blind. Rena is .his guide
dog, a golden retriever and Anderson's constant companion
until he went to the hospital for
surgery.
"Rena is nervous and fidgety
when she's at home," says Mrs.
Betty Merit, Anderson's
daughter. -But when She gets
to visit with him, she's relaxed
and happy."
Anderson and Rena have
been together about three
years. The dog was trained by
the Guide Dog School for the
Blind in San Rafael, Calif. Mrs.
Merit brought Rena to the hospital but says it really wasn't
necessary.
"She's so intelligent and well
trained she could have found
the way herself," Anderson's
daughter insists.

every

ch
stnut

VA recently issued another
reminder to veterans that the
agency is not affiliated with
private cemeteries offering
burial plots free or at nominal
costs.

4

Sk

3 CUBIC FOOT

WHEELBARROW

•54" Vinyl Pool •Swim Ring
•20" Beach Ball
•20" Sur4 Rider

•Fold Out Trays
•High ImpactResistant Plastic
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Hundley Slams Homer And Bats Into Triple Play; Cubs Win 3-1
By BRUCE LOWITT'
Associated Press Sports Writer
It was the best of times for
Chicago's Randy Hundley, and
the worst of times, too. He
broke San Diego's back—and
one of its bats. And he broke
the back of a Cubs rally—and
had a bat of his own broken in
return.
The Chicago catcher, struggling to get his batting average
back up to respectability and

give second-string backstop
Ken Rudolph a permanent seat
on the bench, swatted his first
home run in nearly a year and
a half Sunday.
It couldn't have come at a
better time because it broke a
tie and sent the Cubs on the
way to a 3-1 victory over the
Padres.
Then, in the ninth inning, he
slammed a hot grounder at

"I was just trying to hit the
shortstop Rafael Robles. And it
couldn't have come at a worse ball," Hundley said of the Bill
time because Robles converted Greif pitch that wound up in
the left field stands.
it into a triple play.
Hundley, all but sidelined bk
In other National League
games, Pittsburgh swept a pair knee problems, is batting
from`San Francisco, 4-3 and 91, meager .198 with just 11 runs
Atlanta dumped the New York batted in.
-To show you how things are
Mets 9-3, St. Louis defeated Los
Angeles 4-0, Cincinnati stopped going for me," he said of the
Philadelphia 2-0 and Houston triple play,"the third baseman
is charging in, expecting a
whipped Montreal 5-0.

*
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday Evening
CH. 12
•

1

CH. -3
WSIL

630
700

Bewitched
Sports
800 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Dick-Cavett

CH. 4
WSM
630 Dragnet
7:00 Laugh-in
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
70:30 Tonight

CH. 5

CH. 6
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6:30 Wanted:
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8 -00 Lucy
8:30 Doris-Day
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10:00 News
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10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
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Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday

8:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
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10:30 Bewitched

11:00 Password
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12:00 My Child
11:30 Make-Deal
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1:30 Dating
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6:00 News
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a two-run double and a threerun homer.
It was Old-Timer's Day in
Los Angeles and 36-year-old
Bob Gibson celebrated with a
five-hitter, the 52nd shutout of
his career and second n a row.
The Reds, edging within half
a ganie of the first-place Dodgers in the West with their seventh straight victory, got everything they needed on Johnny
Bench's first-inning two-run
double. It was enough to hand
the Phils their eighth straight
loss and 18th in 19 games.
Don Wilson pitched a two-hitter for the Astros and Cesar
Later, Hundley bunted and Cedeno broke a scoreless deadwas tossed out by Fred Kend- lock with an eighth-inning
all, Then the San Diego catch- homer before Houston struck
er, on instructions from Man- for,four insurance runs in the
ager Don Zimmer, broke Hun- ninth to tame the Expos.
dley's bat:
The Pirates, winning their
sixth game in the last eight,
slashed the Mets' East Division
lead to 34 games. The Cubs,
who, have won seven of nine,
are six games off the pace.
Willie Stargell, who had fair
RBIs in the second game
against the Giants, said the Pirates "don't think about the
Meta initti- we - play them.
There's nothing you can do
about their games so there's no
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Almost
point in worrying about it."
Aftereighth-inning singles by twice as much money is being
Manhy Sanguillen, Vic Dava- spent on air pollution *controls
lillo and Al Oliver and Milt as on the basic equipment of one
May's sacrifice fly gave Pitts- Kentucky plant which recently
burgh the two runs it needed to received a permit to construct
win the opener, Bruce Kison from the Kentucky Air Pollution
limited_San_Francisco to three Control Commission (KAPCC).
bits in the nightcap while the
Not .onry does the- control
Burs got 16 of their own.
equipment at the IBM
Darrell Evans led Atlanta's typewriter ribbon manufac12-hit assault against four New turing plant in Lexington coat
York pitchers that saddled six- more than the basic equipment,
game winner Jon Matlack with it's also- following an old Kenhis first defeat. Evans clubbed tucky tradition. They're setting
up a still complete with a permit
from the Federal Internal
Revenue's alcohol and tobacco

bunt, and the shortstop is supposed to break to cover third.
But he didn't move and I hit
the ball right at hirn." Robles
snared it, tagged Carmen Franzone as he ran by, then threw
to seond for a force on Jose
Cardenal and Derrel Thomas
wheeled and fired to first to retire Hundley.
Early in the game, Thomas
hit a Ferguson Jenkins pitch,
then let go of his bat, which
struck Hundley in the knee. "I
took hillakat and hit the ground
with it and it broke. I didn't
mean to do it."

Control
Devices
Expensive

division.
However, there won't be any
"Old IBM"for sale at the local
' OWENSBORO, Ky.—A field bar. It's not pure enough to
of 10 unlimited hydroplanes is drink.
The plant will be the only one
shaping up for the fourth annual
Owensboro Regatta to be held in the nation producing a new
type of ribbon recently inhere June 7-11.
troduced
by IBM. Controls wall
The
Owensboro
race,
featuring
the
Kentucky be operational by August and
Governor's Cup,is the second of production will begin in Sep11 nationwide races sponsored tember.
by Hydroplanes Unlimited. The
While making the ritibon,
racing season opens June 4, in many solvents would be emitted
Miami.
if it were not for the almost
The Owensboro race, which in $920,000 investment in conthree years has grown to be the trols—including the 65-foot still.
second largest sports event in By distillation,91Iper cent of the
terms of attendance, surpassed original vapors will be returned
only by the Kentucky Derby, as liquid and reused in the
has attracted 10 of the 16 boats proce,ss. Basic equipment for
on the unlimited circuit this the,Plant costs $480,000.
year.
Ron Nelson, general chair- r According to Harry Abend
man of the Owensboro Regatta, pollution control coordinator for
was hesitant to say that all 10 IBM in Lexington, the exboats would race at Owensboro, pensive controls were installed
pointing out the perils of racing, because IBM maintains a policy
such as accidents, balky or recycling all products as
engines or damaged hulls much as possible.
However, barring such incidents, the following boats are
due in Owensboro for the fiveLeclerc Dies
day event, which reaches
DRUMMDONVILLE, Que
climax with the Governor's Cup
(API — Gillea Leclerc, 25, a
race on Sunday, June 11:
Miss Budweiser,Towne Club, former hockey player with sevMiss Madison, Notre Dame, eral Canadian and U.S. Teams
Miss Timex U8, Miss Timex died Sunday when his car overU44,Pride of Pay'N Pak, Atlas, turned near this community, 75
Van Lines, I, Pizza Pete and miles northeast of Montreal.
Country Boy.
•
Leclerc finished up his career
At least two Owensboro in 1970-71 playing with the Jakresidents will be drivera. Jim- csonville Rockets of the East
McCormick will be in one of the ern Hockey League. He also
Miss Timex boats, while Terry played for the New Haven
Sterett will be in Miss Bud- Blades of the same league.
weiser.

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

THAT'S THE FIRE
WE HEARD ABOUT
ON THE AM°.

BEATLE BAILEY

Billie Jean Wins
French Open Sunday
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PARIS (AP) — Billie Jean
King avenged an earlier defeat
and won the only major crown
that has eluded her when she
defeated Evonne Goolagong 6-3,
6-3 and captured the women's
singles title Sunday at the
French Open Tennis Championships.
It was her first triumph after
six years of competition in this
tournament, rated as the world
clay court championship, and
avenged her loss to Miss Goolegong in the final at Wimbledon
last year.
Mrs King said after the
1 match that both she and Miss
aimed for their op, Goolagong
ponenr8 forehand and that she
was attempting to keep the
Australian away from the net.
In kdozen years on the international circuit, Mrs. King s
won the Wimbledon title three
times, the U.S. championship
twice and the Italian, German,
'radian, South African, Irish

, Argentine and Austrian
('rowns.
Miss Goolagong, who won the
French title last year, had won
every set this year in her
matc'hes through the semi-finals.
Andres Gimeno won the
men's singles title with a 4-6.
63, 6-1, 6-1 victory over Patrick
Prosiy of France. •
The key game of the match,
Mrs. King said, -was the third
game of the second set when
she fell behind 0-40 on her own
service, evened it at 40-all with
a drop shot and volley and then
got a service winner.
She broke Miss Goolagong's
service in the first game of the
first set and again broke her
opponent in the ninth game.
The, triumph earned Mrs.

ABA Seeking New Sites
For Pittsburgh, Miami
NEW YORK 1AP) — In an
attempt to solidify its league,
the American Basketball Association is seeking new sites for
its financially troubled Pittsburgh and Miami franchises,
New York Nets President Roy.
Boe announced Sunday.

Probation
Reorganized
By Department
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Department of Corrections will
implement much of a planned
reorganization of its probation
and parole division June 17,
according to Corrections
Commissioner Charles J.
Holmes.
The extensive reorganization
provides for increasing the
number of probation and parole
districts from nine to eleven,
hiring 40 new probation and
parole officers, eight new
assistant district supervisors
and a new deputy commissioner
for community services, as well
implementing
as
a
misdemeanant probation and
parole program.
Misdemeanant probation and
parole is a new program
authorized by the 1972 General
Assembly. For„the first time, it
allows courts to place certain
persons convicted of a
under, the
misdemeanor
supervision of the Corrections
Department.
Holmes said he was uncertain
how many judges would take
advantage of the new law, but
the new probat on and parole
officers -will be at their desks
and ready to provide service
June 17."
He said his department has
sent copies of ty new
legislation to all the ailers in
the state and to theroughly 300
Kentucky judges who handle
to
misdemeanor
cases,
familiarize them with the new
Progehi
The misdemeanant program
partiilly responsible:
1044e
staff additions, but the 40 new
officers will also help reduce
probation and parole caseloads
over-all. At present, Kentucky
probation and parole officers
have a workload 50 per cent
greater than is recommended
by the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency.
The redrawing of parole
district lines will also help make
the
caseloads
more
manageable. Holmes said it will
enable the department to
concentrate its staff and
programs where they are
needed most, primarily in the
urban areas. He added that, in
addition to their administrative
duties, the eight new assistant
supervisiors will carry a small
"intensive caseload" composed
of peritans who need closer
supervision than is usual.
Obviously enthusiastic about
the reorganization, Holmes
cited the detailed planning that
went into the program to make
it operational, saying, "I don't
know how to operate any other
way."

ACROSS

Hospital Report
ADULTS..98
NURSERY..f
June 1, 1972
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Deidra Ann York and
Baby Girl, 308 N. 7th St.,
Benton, Mrs. Susan Cunningham and Baby Boy, Route
6, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marjorie Nell Cook, 212
N. 9th,.._Murray, Mrs. Nettie
Marin Vial, Box 27, -Hazel,
Mrs. Azzie Frankie Lewis,Rt. 4,
Murray, Gil G. Hopson, Rt. 5,
Murray,Mrs. Larue Cooper, 205
Murray, Mrs.
S. 16th St.,
Evelyn Juanita McWherter, Rt.
3, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Sharon
Lynn McCord, Rt. 8 Benton,
Mrs. Dana Lynn Bazzell and
Baby Bay, Farmington, Cullen
A. Phillips,S. 16th St., Murray,
James Maylon Williams (expired) Rt. 1, Dexter,'Mrs. Ruth
Farmer(expired) 416 S. 9th St.,
Murray.

BULLDOZE
also bank s
topsoil. Pho
354-4138, or

Tor

Eat You

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Professional golfers Gary Player and Jerry Heard have been
added to the field of the IVB
Golf Classic, scheduled for
June 8-11 at the PlymouthWhitemarsh Valley Country
Club near here.
Tournament Director Donald
B. Houder said the addition of
Player and Heard brings the
number of participants in the
event to approximately 120.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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3 Tuberculosis
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nly body
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7
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rse
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ey
gcass

11 Refund
Iterate
8 Part of church
15 Member of
9 Note of scale
Parliament
10
2 Heelless shoe
(abbr.)
Near
16 Hat ornaments 14 Crown
18 Symbol for
.17 Sluggish
nickel
20 War god
19 Babylonian
'23- Note of scale
deity
24 Hebrew letter
21 irritate
25 Genus of
22 Icelandic
writing
27 maplesab
Lamb', penpen
24 Brazilian
name
estuary
30 Golf mounds
26 Repetition
32 rat35 of swine
28 Paddle
Sadden
29 Choose
37 Conduct
31 Fountain
38 Discharged a
33 Note of scale
gun
34 Sow
36 Face of clock
38 Distance
measure (abbr )
40 Musical
.,
instrument
42 Place for combat
45 Electrified
particle
47 Flurried
49 Platform
50 Girl's name

EXPERIE
fully equip
exterior. Fr
489-2287.

Golfers Added
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Laborer
41 Hard of
hearing
43 Female
relatives
44 Conjunction
46 Symbol to
naton

39
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6123.

48 Frock
Si Sacred 50
53 Reverberation
57 Soak
58 Preposition
60 Bitter vetch
62 Compass point
64 Pronoun
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52 Unusual

54 Prefix: down
Spanish article
56 Chief officer
59 Symbol for
cerium
61 Negates
63 Rainfall
65 Remains at

55

ease

1 in the United States five
times. $4,000 while Miss Goolagong, ranked No. I in the
world, collected $2,000.

Boo said the ABA is considering Chicago, St. Louis, Anaheim, Connecticut and Upper
New York State as possible
new locations for the two
teams.
Boo and Ted Munchak, oWner
of the Carolina C,ongars, have
formed a two-nan committee
to screen and interview applicants to replace ABA Commissioner Jack Dolph„, who announced his resignation last
week.
Bee said they will present
their choices at the ABA Board
of Trustees meeting here June
12-13.
Regarding the shifting of
franchises, Roe said
am confident we will merge with the
NBA. However, until we do, we
want to solidify our league as
much as possible."
Meanwhile, the Greensboro
Daily News said the ABA would
cease to exist after the NBA
meetings June 5-16.
Citing an unidentified source,
the Daily News said Munchali
has been meeting with NB4
Commissioner Walter Kenn
and they have reached
agreement to allow six or sev
ABA clubs to join the NBA. .
The agreement is expected to__
be ratified by NBA owners
when they meet in White Sul-_
phur Springs, W. Va., the papl
said.
However, the Daily News r
ported the Pittsburgh a
Miami— franchises 'will
dropped and the Denver fee
chise will be placed 112. Tim
for several years aka a no
arena is constructed.
•

Crossword Puzzle
1 Skill
4 A continent
(abbr.)
6 Wheel teeth
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WANT ADS

WAY

BUSINESS OPPORII/Nery

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

EXCELLENT MONTHLY EARNINGS
PART OR FULL TIME
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADDED INCOME
WE SECURE LOCATIONS
$1,000.00 INVENTORY RETURNS $2,700.00
Qualified individuals wanted for dealership ifs this area to service
route tor NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
ALKA•SELTZER,
BAYER ASPIRIN, ANACIN, SUFFERIN, TUMS, etc.,
sold
through our latest, modern vending machines in "pocket paks."
Dealerships now being established and appointed upon our ac.
ceptance. Will not interfere with your present employment.
Locations can be serviced in your spare time collect cash sales
and refill machines.
THIS IS A MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR BUSINESS)!
Cash investment of $2250.00 to $3975.00 necessary. Also need
car
and 5-10 spare hours each week. It you meet our
qualificationS,
and have the necessary cash investment; if you have
the desire to
succeed, please write today. Send your
name, address, and
telephone number to:
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. I
CREATIVE MARKETING CORP.
7821 Manchester
Maplewood, Mo. 63143

einnin

NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Locatei121 Bypass
For !I'M/Awn ...

Phone 753-2432
Si

SERVICES OFFERED

2121

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 436-5332

IITHS PHASE IE PROGRAM, WE CAN'T
AFFORD IT.

EXPERIENCED PAINTER,
fully equipped. Interior and
exterior. Free estimates. Phone
489-2287.
J7C

FOR RENT

WILL MOW yards in Murray ONE TWO Bedroom duplex
area. Also do trimming. Phone apartment, large rooms. Two,
7534550.
June7 two-bedroom trailers, private,
dy lot One shady, private lot
to park mobile home. Call 4892595.
J5C
WILL DO...

BUSH HOGGING
Inside City limits Only
REASONABLE RATES
Phone 753-3798

AUTOS FOR SALE

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, couples only, no pets,
gas heat. $80.00 per Month. Also
nice all electric mobile home, no
pets. Couples only, $75.00 per
4 month. Available June 1st. Phone
753-1203.
J6C

FOR RENT
NOTICE
'E
14' s'
merit, carpeted and air con- ALLSTATE INSURANCE
ditioned. May be seen at Kelly's Company. See John Simpkins at
Pest Control, located 100 South Murray Sears Store on Wednesdays or phone Mayfield, 24713th Street.
J5C
7281.
J6C
ONE BEDROOM furnished
..111111
apartment, available now. Phone
(SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
753-9741.
307 N. 4th 7534091.
RADIO, TELEVISION,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
SALES &SERVICE

HIA ( AP) Ifers Gary Pla)eard have been
ield of the IVB
scheduled for
the PlymouthValley Countr)
Director Donald
d the addition of
eard brings the
rticipants in the
ximately 120
Saturday's Puzzle

'70 CADILLAC Sed. DeVille
FOR SALE

Full power, locally owned car. 32,000 actual
miles. - 84,200'

Carroll Volkswagen

See At
Chestnut Street or Phone 753-5598
1970 OPEL GT. Good condition.
Phohe 753-4724.
J5C
1969 BUICK RIVIERA, full
power, air, bucket seats. Phone
7534136.
J6P
•

FOR SALE
SAIL BOAT, 12' Mossberi,
Mallard. Reinforced fiberglass
hull. 76 sq. ft. nylon sail. Cost
$525 00 new. Sell for $250.00.
'
Phone 436-2410 or 436-5519. J5NC

1969 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent NOW IN stock, pianos. Three
condition. New tires. Phone 753- used and four new. Priced to sell.
1387.
J6C Leach's Music & TV, Dixieland
J6C
Shopping Center.
1967 GS BUICK, factory mags,
power steering and brakes.
15' FIBERGLASS Runabout, 40
Phone 753-9488.
J6C H.P. Evinrude, 1965 model.
FOR SALE

ROOM FOR men, available
SMALL LUGGAGE trailer,
immediately. Air conditioned,
on small AppKancesi electric sweeper, some lumber,
private entrance. Furnished 'LRepair
•ieeletwiewwwwinv we.wen. we.
screen porch, plastic' roof to be
apartment. Zimmerman
Niartments,- South 36th Street. 'ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- torn down,cheap. Phone 436Phone 753-6609.
_ _ .17P
J6C vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. 2297,- -7
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarCOLLEGE STUDENTS or mington,Kentucky.
TFC PIANO IN storage. Fine SpinetConsole, stored locally. Reported
married couple-furnished duplex,
excellent. Responsible person
one block from cbllege, and two
can take at big saving on low
bedroom furnished house,
Montgomery Ward
payment balance. Write M.I.A.C.
summer rates, $75.00 per month
1203 chestnut
Mgr., 431 Virginia, Joplin, Mo.
plus utilities. Phone John Pasco,
only
Wednesday
Sale.
64801.
J7P
TFNC
Jr.,753-2649 or 753-7278.
10 percent off all Returned

Electric start and trailer. 025.00.
Phone 492-8149.
J6C
12'x65' AIRE LINE mobile home,
two bedrooms, den, P2 baths,
central heat and air, washer and
dryer. One owner. Phone 753-2985
-of 763-7842 after 4:30 p.m.
J6C
13 CUBIC FOOT refrigeratorfreezer, three room size rugs,
other assorted rugs. Stereo-radioTV combination, dinette set and
china cabinet, dining room set,
roll away bed, space heater and
other miscellaneous items.
Phone 436-2199.
J6C

PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
Goods
Prompt expert service. 15 years
Open till 700 P.M.
1969 MODEL 14' Crosby fishing
NEW1.Y
DECORATED
two
DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
experience. Rebuilt pianos for
boat and Moody trailer. $450.00. BRAND NEW Honda 50 Mini
sale. Ben W. Dyer, Murray, WILL DO baby-sitting in my near University. Plenty of closet bedroom house, central heat and
Phone 474-130.
J7C Trail. Never ridden. Phone 767Kentucky, phone 753home, weekdays, 8:047 a.m. to space, two bedrooms. Urr- air, screened in porch, garage, FOR YOUR auction sale needs
contact
Otto
Auction
Chester's
large
4479. Will sell for $220.00.
shady
$110.00
lot.
per
J5P
furnished.
Phone
8911.
over
years
753-8096
Children
3
p.m.
5:00
or
753June21C
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
month: lease security deposit Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go
3312.
J6P
753-6616.
preferred.
Phone
TFC
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent COUCH AND chair, bedroom
required. 207 North 17th. Phone pays to sell the Chester
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569, 1XYZER SERVICES, 1)-6 Cat.
electric
shampooer $1. Big K, suite. Phone 753-2445 or 436-5893
Way."
June28P
Paducah
443-5239.
J7P
TWO
BEDROOM
house,
. 354-8138, or 3544161 after 6:00 Phone 753-9807.
Belaire Shopping Center.
J10C after 5:00p.m.
HELP WANTED
J7*
J5P
available
from
June
6
to
August
TFC.
15th. Air conditioned,large yard. TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
Appetite like a bear or like
BELTONE FACTORY fresh INCUBATOR FOR sale. Good
WANTED SETTLED woman to Located 1637
Catalina Drive. trailer, 1 mile from Murray. a bird, our sandwiches,
hearing aid batteries for all make condition. Phone 489-2316.
live in with elderly lady to do $135.00 per
J5C
month.
cafeteria
Phone
line
collect,
and
dinners
Water
Termites
furnished.
$85.00 per
ligi
/
3
44 Spiders light housekeeping. Phone collect Urbana,Mios
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J7C
are
217.367-9623.
the
last word.
J6C month. Phone Cadiz 522Eat Your Home
1-901.642-5207.
J8C
USED MATTRESS and box
6332.
J17C
SPINET PIANO, used, $399.95. springs, full size. $25.00. See at
• N
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
e VI lallg-*
-1 e
Lonardo Piano Company, across 802 North 20th.
J5C
ANTED EXPERIENCED auto rooms and bath, central heat and FURNISHED APARTMENT,
repair man,full time. Apply air, carpet throtighout, extra close to University, 1602 Dodson KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest from Post Office, Paris, TenRoadies
nessee.
J5C GENTLE PONY with saddle.
person, no phone calls please, large master bedfoom, range Ave. Phone 753-6564.
TFC Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
111,11,SC\ Carry Germs
1964 Chevy van,6 cylinder. Set of
13th Street. "Every day you
ard Motor Sales, across from Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
delay lets bugs have their
WASHER-DRYER com- two-tone drums. Call 489-2595.35C
lonial House Smorgasbord.J9C after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
c.t-T RIDOt
NICE ONE bedroom furnished way."
TEC. bination, works good. Come see,
PESTS
make offer. Phone 753-3459. J6C POOL TABLE 79" high,48" long,
FURNISHED THREE room apartment. Phone 753-5079. J7C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank.
27" wide, folds up. 620.00. Phone
basement apartment. Utilities
LADIES
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC WEIMARANER PUPPIES, 753-9242.
J5C
Limited number of full or furnished. Located 411 South 8th
part-time positions available Street. Phone 753-8294.
Phone 753-7864.
J6C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
J9C
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
as
Caroler Beauty
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
RICE REDUCED Immaculate. NOTICE TO CREDITORS:
Consultants
MOBILE
HOME,
two
bedrooms,
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
TIRED ACHING feet? Try Foot America's finest. Rent electric
in Murray area. Only 12' wide, located at Mobile Home bedroom Loge Kitchen. CarLevelers.Phone 753-6642. June7C shampooer $1. Begley Drug
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
requirements are neat ap- Village. Phone 753-3459, after 8:00 ted Living Room and Master Maggie E. Mason, Dec'd
Store, Central Shopping Cenit
room.
Nice lot. Excellent Betty J Robinson, Administrator
pearance and willingness to p.m. 753-9867.
J9C
J 10C
.ocation.
641 PET SHOP,7 miles North of ter.
work. Excellent earnings and
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
Murray, Irish Setter puppies,
good opportunity for ad- TWO BEDROOM furnished Earn 20 percent on your
0
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy 1967 THREE BEDROOM Melody
vancement to right person.
apartment, central air and heat, noney. Mobile Home Park. 17 Licurgous C. Kemp, Dec'd
We Train
wall to wall carpet, good location. paces Highway 94 East. Priced Roy Pool, Route 7, Murray, Ky., Poodles, fish and supplies, Mobile' home, 12'x64'. Includes
Phone 435-5842
hampsters and birds. Special on two au conditioners and dishAdministrator
No pets. Phone 753-4331.
J16C o sell.
Country Air-4 Bedroom Brick.
Neons, 3-$1.00. Phone 753-1862 or washer. Extra nice. Phone 753J10C
10 acres. Fine Land. Only 2 miles James tiColt-Diuguid, Dec'd
SALES PERSON wanted for
June8C 8575.
753-9457.
Clean carpets the
from
local
shoe
town.
,
store.
Send
James
resume
E.
to
Diuguid,803Sharpe St,
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant TWIN NEEDLES zig zag-1971'
Moving to Murray -Don't buy Murray, Ky., Administrator
P.O. Box 545, Murray University Sa‘e and Safe way uith
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
BLUE LUSTRE
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00 model all features built-in to
until you have seen this house at
Station, M.S.U.
J8C
tient electric
1500 Johnson Street. Underpriced Gardner Thomas Edwards, per case(100 books). Sold in case buttonhole, sew on buttons,
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
shaH)pooer $1.
lots only. Ledger & Times Office designs, with 1 or 2 needles, only
for quick sale.
Dec'd •-• -Licensed by State of Kentucky
641.75 cash,terms available. Can
Supply,103 North 4th Street.
Lot
Deep-Aluminum
450'
Effie
Malena
Edwards,
111.1111
1.
111)11F
2,
Route
THOROUGHLY
•
Member Chamber of Commer •
753-5421. Electro Hygiene.
J7C
siding.
4
TFNC,
Bedrooms.
room
bats
of
Havel,Ky.,
Executrix
"
& i1'1'()
EXPERIENCED
inside and out. Price reduced.
ARMSTRONG TRUCK tires at
KIRBY SWEEPER has good
INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain- WILL DO
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished Investment Property-Within 1 R. L. Jackson, Dec'd
wholesale
prices.
Rated suction, cleaning tools and floor
painting, interior and
Block
of
for
Come
by
MSU.
Guy
Jackson
house, 107 South 15th Street,,just
ting; any size job. All work exterior. Experienced.
premium by Bennett Garfield
buffer, $36.85 cash, terms
Phone
details.
Route 1, Alma, Ky., Executor publication. Good on
off campus.Phone 753-3456
guaranteed. Use first quality 492-8714
all wheel available. Call 753-5421. Electro
after 5:00 p.m.
J6C
Acres
farm
53
Make
of
land.
an
days.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
positions: 825x20-10 ply, $46.27+ Hygiene.
J6C
J7C
Offer.
Tressa Alsman Steely, Dec'd
TFC
Todd,753-8495.
$6.17 tax. 900x20-10 ply, $56.32 +
and
TWO BEDROOM trailer. See Beautiful Houle On lake Joanne Cavitt, Route 2, Box 12; $7.30 tax. 1000x20-12 ply, $67.91 +
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer Barkley. Quality throughout Murray, Ky., Executrix
$9.22 tax. 1000x22-12 ply. $72.17 +
FOR ALL your home additidus.
LOST & FOUND
Court after 4:00 p.m., Murray $26,500.
$10.22 tax. Roby Sales, Highway,
alterations, remodeling, e17::;'''.
Paul Roger Heise, Dec'd
Drive
In
Theatre
entrance. TF('
Free Estimates. Phone 75368, Benton, Kentucky.
J7C LOST BLACK and gray tiger cat
9000 Minnows-$$$$$$ Example Edith T. Heise, 1511 Johnson
TE
6123.
with white markings, has broken
Apply In Person
of one day's sale of this Booming Blvd., Murray, Ky., Executrix
nose.
May or may not be wearing
4PURNISHED ONE bedroom Business on Lake Barkley, Ill
ANTIQUE PARKER Bros. 10
at
Eurile Jane Hillman, Deed
apartment, air conditiored, Healthlorcing sale.
gauge double barrel shotgun, brown collar. If seen or having
.
located next to White Hall, ad- Assume
Loan-Monthly Ivison R. Hillman, New Concord, paented in 1878. $180.00. Phone ny information ihone 753238.
joining MSU campus. Part of Payments as low as $75.00 on 3 Ky., Administrator
J5NC
435,5533 after 6:00 p.m.
J7C
Opens 7 a.m.
utilities furnished. $85.00 per Bedroom Brick carpeted. Only
So. 12th Street
Mrs. Courtney Starks, Dec'd
month Couples only. No pets. Call two years old.
LOST LARGE male Boxer, fawn
12th & Poplar Street
AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter
753-3805,
ITFC John Randolph Realty & Bobby G. Starks, Route 7,
color. Lost South of Murray.
Wormed,
weeks
puppies,
six
old.
* Large & Small jobs
Murray, Ky., Administrator
WANTED
GIRL
Friday.
TFC
Auction Co,, 1111 Sycamore
pedigree papers available. Phone Reward. Phone 753-1668.
* All Work Guaranteed 'USTOM HAY baling. Phone 753- Secretarial work, including THREE CABINS on the lake in Street,753-8382.
J5C
753-7484
after
753-4812
or
days
Genoa M. Russell, Dec'd
* Free Estimate
Junel7NC typing', filing, shorthand, Blood River area. Rent by week
4:00p.m.
37C
Farm labor in the United
bookkeeping, payroll. Permanent or month. Phone 436-2427.
J8C HREE BEDROOM house, Z. B. Russell, Jr., Route I,
States during June 1971, totaled
Kirksey, Ky., Executor
mployrnent. Send complete
living room, den, 1,2 baths,
18 JET BOAT turbo craft with 5,250,400 persons of whom
For complete ENGINE
resume to P.O. Box 32-H, EXTRA NICE one bedroom entral heat and
Phone Mayfield
215 H.P. Gray Marine engine, full 3,602,800 were family members
air, built-ins, Lucille Falwell Thornton,
REPAIR of lawn mowers
Dec'd
Murray, Kentucky. Resumes will furnished apartment, air con carpeted.
instrument panel including radio,
247-720
Phone 753-7293.
J6C
and tillers, Old Time
James E. Thornton, Box 38, air conditioned. $2,500.00. Will and the remainder hired
be held in strictest confidence. (taloned, '4 block from campus.
Blacksmith Shop Complete
Available
Jonesville,
Previous
experience preferred,
Louisiana, Ad- take good single lever control 60 workers.
now. Phone 753-4478 or
WANTED: LAWNS to mow,
SHARPENING SERVICE,
753-9135.
ministrator
but
not
necessary.
J1OC
TFC
BUYING A home, Let Tripp
large or small. Prefer extra
HI'. motor or pickup truck in
Children and machinery are
WELDING AND REPAIR
All persons having claims trade. Phone 436.5548.
large lawns or lots. Phone 753Williams and John Hodge assist
J ' an unsafe combination on the
SERVICE, also New and
against
said estates are -notified
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY you. Guy Spann Realty Branch
6273.
J8P
farm. For the sake of your
t'sed Equipment.
to present them to the AdWANT TO BUY
apartment, air conditioned, Office,711 Main,753ARMSTRONG TIRES. super small sons and daughters, keep
ministrator
or
Executors
verified
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
KNIGHT'S SHOP
HPG wide tread 2 ply nylon 2 ply thew apart and distant from all
June29C
WANT TO BUY Junk, 8' house private entrance. Available June 9478.
according to law, same to be
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Fiberglass tubeless dual white Farm machinery.
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
trailer with axle and wheels. Dial 1. Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
presented to said Administrator
TFC
. Lai pciariy.-Phene-753-51197_days or
wall F78x14-$18.00-1-$2.52 F.E.
S OP GROCERY ON
TFC P•m•
753-2700.
or Executors in due course of
WANTED TO RENT
753-7625 nights.
July8C
tax. H78x14-$19.00+$2.93 F.E.
HWY. $t
DOMINICAN
law.
II
AND FIRST ROAD ON
tax. Fully guaranteed against
PRESIDENT
private
entrance
WANT
parking.
and
'
firlinF'.N'T_This_idastoLi
pa
fitne,JPIL._
WILL DO baby sitting, days in
LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
and road hazards, Roby
Joaquin Balaguer was reWANT TO BUY Burley tobacCo Close to University. Phone 753- and stables for horses. Phone 75.'Marvin Harris, Clerk ,
my home. Phone 753-8407.
J6C
Sales, Highway ii,---per
('HONE 753-4035
-ifo-n;
' pretlotnittit the Dominplants. Call 753-2401.
35C 1387.
By: Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
7991 of 4.30 pin.
TENC
Keirucky.
June6C ican Republic on May 16, 1970

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite .
Pest Control

BREAKFAST
COOK
Trainee
Breakfast Cook

48
51
53
57
58
60
62
64
7

frock
Sacred bell
Reverberation
Soak
Preposition
Bitter vetch
Compass point
Pronoun
8

0

to

BLACKTOP
PAVING
& SEALING

STARKS
HARDWARE

Triangle Inn

Edward Trail
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AUTOS FOR SALE

Protect Your Home!
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Kentucky Roundup

No Votes For Conviction
By Angela Davis Jurors

BEFtEA, Ky.(AP)-Three persons are scheduled to appear
before the Madison County grand jury Tuesday in connection with
the stabbing death of 17-year-old Russell Northern of Paint Lick,
Ky.
Arrested Sunday were Larry Embree of Bybee, Ky., charged
with willful murder, and Allen McHone, 26 and Jackie McHone,
24, both of Berea, who are charged with being accessories before
and after the fact of murder.They were being held in the Madison
County Jail.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. • AP -Charles Beach Jr. received his
promotion to the rank of brigadier general in ceremonies at the
division headquarters here Sunday.
Beach, the assistant division commander of Kentucky's 100th
training division, U.S. Army Reserve, was confirmed by the
Senate May 31. He was appointed to the one-star position in April,
1971, after serving as commander of Lexington's 1st and 3rd
brigades. He is executive vice president of the Peoples Exchange
Bank, Beattyville.
PADUCAH, K.Y ( AP i-Elizabeth Dixon Lackey of Paducah
Tilghman High School and David Claude LeDoux of Lone Oak,
both in McCracken County, have been chosen 1972 Presidential
Scholars.
They are among 121 chosen from throughout the country and
will travel to Washington June 11-13, where they will see the city's
main sights, meet President Nixon and other government leaders
and be presented medallions in a White House ceremony. They
were picked by the Commission on Presidential Scholars.
S.,

World,News Briefs
PHNOM PENH. Cambodia( API-A rocket scored a direct hit
on the Cambodian Defense Ministry today, killing two persons
and wounding at least two others, while two other rockets
straddled the villa of President Lots No!.
It was the first daylight rocket attack on the Cambodian capital
in more than two years of war.
The attack came as ballots were being counted from Cambodia's first presidential election. Incomplete unofficial returns
from the voting Sunday gave Marshall Lon No! about 51.17 per
cent of the ballots counted so far.
SAN JOSE. Calif. ( AP)-The jurors who acquitted Angela
Davis on murder-kidnap-conspiracy charges had no major
disagreements on her innocence from the start of their
deliberations, the forewoman says.
Mary Timothy reveiVed the lack of discord while attending a
festive party celebrating Sunday's verdict.
Miss Davis was found innocent of enginerring the bloody Aug.
7, 1970, Mann County courthouse escape attempt in which a
judge, two convicts and their accomplice were slain.
HONG KONG ( AP -North Vietnam admitted today that it is
having "very difficult" economic problems because of the intensified U.S. bombing but insisted that it had the capacity to
continue its war efforts.
Meanwhile,eight U.S. Air Force jets streaked to within 50 miles
of the Chinese border Sunday and demolished twin bridges on
Hanoi's northwest rail line to China with five 2,000-pound laserguided bombs, military spokesman said today.
U.S. military sources said other bridges on both the northwest
and northeast rail lines linking to China have not been hit and they
would be attacked in the future.
WASHINGTON,( AP)-The Nixon administration will detail to
Convress today a rapidly improved financial situation, with the
budget deficit for fiscal 1972 expected to dip below $30 billion.
The precise figure,to be reported to the House Ways and Means
Committee, will be a sizable improvement from the $38.8 billion
President Nixon forecast in January.
RENO, Nev.(AP)-The $160,000 balance of $200,000 given an
airline hijacker Friday was found Sunday night in a rural Nevada
valley, the FBI said.
WINDSOR, England, (API-Funeral services were held at
Windsor Castle today for the Duke of Windsor, the former King
Edward VIII who gave up the British throne to marry the woman
he loved.

People In The News
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP)-An Irish-American industrialist says
President Nixon has accepted an invitation to vacation in the Irish
Republic this fall, but Florida White House spokesmen say they
know nothing of such a trip.
John A. Mulcahy, who was host to the President and Mrs. Nixon
during a trip to Ireland two years ago, said Sunday the Nixons
would return to Ireland for two weeks, in September, after the
Republican National Convention.
VATICAN CITY(API-Pope Paul VI says the Moscow summit
talks of President Nixon and Soviet Leaders seem to "promise a
great new direction of international life."
But the pontiff warned a crowd at St. Peter's Square Sunday
that terrorism may be creating what he termed a horrible world
for tomorrow.
In apparent reference to the recent ritessacre of vicilians by
Arab-apid Japanese terrorists at Tel Aviv's Dad Airport, the
pontiff said:
"The positive events are in contrast with the tragic and infamous episodes of terrorism and crime which in recent days
have been multiplying as if they were a usual matter to which we
must accustom ourselves.
"Contempt for such episodes and crimes increases in
proportion with the terror that they spread,and the amazement of
those who ask in what a horrible world we over-civilized persons
may live one day."
PHOENIX, Ariz.(AP)-Farm labor leader Cesar Chavez has
ended a 24-day protest fast and attended a memorial service for
the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy of New York.
Mexican-American farm workers from throughout Arizona
joined Chavez in paying homage Sunday to Kennedy, who was
assassinated in Los Angeles four years ago on the night of his
victory in the 1968 California Democratic presidential primary.
Chavez,chief of the United Farm Workers, started his fast last
month to protest a new 'state law which forbids farm strikes at
harvest time and secondary_b
oyeotts..,.
MANILA ( AP 1-First Lady hnelda R. Marcos was released
from a hospital today, two days after suffering a miscarriage
and losing what would have been her fourth child.
Accompanied by President Ferdinand E. Marcos, she was
weeping as she left the hospital and entered a presidential
limousine- forthe- trip-ny-Makieanang palaceSANT/A -FE, N.M. API-Actor Rock Hudson suffered minor
cuts and bruises when his antique car crashed into a tree and a
The Mishap occurred Sunday White Hti
-net In thevar;
for a scene for the Movie "Showd
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WINDSOR LIES IN STATE AT CASTLE-A guardsman of the Household Calvary stands at the coffin of the Duke of Windsor in
St. George's chapel in Windsor castle, Windsor, England.The Duke formerly was King Edward VIII.
(AP Wirephoto)

Delegates .

[College Freshmen,Juniors Eligible Primary • • •
tcoil

For $10,600 in 4-H Scholarships

ICanansied fruit PaSe
Under the 15-per-cent rule,,
any presidential canditlate who
SPECIAL - Former
g,ets at least 15 per cent of the
given by Allied Mills Founda4-H'ers as well as current
tion,
votes cast must get a delegate.
members interested in pursuFour college scholarships
McGovern's 10 delegates
ing
aviculture-related careers
of 81,600 each are available
were two more than he had apare eligible for $10,600 in
to youths who will be college
peared to have won after 1,994
freshmen in the fall of 1972
delegates to the congressional educational grants, according
to the National 4-H Service
and plan a Major or minor in
and state conventions were
Committee,Chicago.
forestry. Homelite, a division
Picked at the local level April
The nine young scholarof Textron, Inc, provides the
29.
ship wirmers, to be
grants.
Gov. Wendell Ford and Party by the Cooperative selected
Extension
Chevron. Chemical ComChairman J. R. Miller had Service, will be
announced at
pany, Ortho Division, is prowanted the delegates to be =- the Slst National 4-H
viding its two scholarships to
Concommitted to any one candi- gress later in the year.
fall 1972 college freshmen
date to give them leverage for
Funds for the grants have
planning to major or minor iri
horse trading at the national been made available by Allied
plant or biological science inconvention. Both had made ear- Mills Foundation, Homehte,
cluding agronomy, sods, enly endorsements of Sen. Ed- Chevron Chemical Corp. and
tomology, floriculture, plant
mund Muskie of Maine, who DeK alb AgResearch,Inc.
pathology, horticulture (vegelater dropped out of state priTwo college juniors in the
tables and (Ants) or ornafall
of 1972 with plans to
maries.
mental horticulture.
The total vote cast Saturday major in animal science are
De K alb
A gResearch's
was 1,416 for the uncommitted eligible for $800 scholarships
$1,000 agribusiness scholarslate; 497 for McGovern; 41 for
ship may include a summer
U. S. Rep. Shirley Chisholm,
internship program. The apthree for Alabama Gov. George
plicants must be juniors in
Wallace and two for U. S. Sen.
college in the fall of 1972.
Hubert Humphrey.
They should be majoring in
some phase of agribusiness
Backers of Wallace and
such as farming and farm
Humphrey withdrew the canLOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP, management education: redidacy of the two during the
search and development; proroll call and urged supporters The Metropolitan Park and
cessing and marketing; adverto vote for the uncommitted Recreation Board is spending
more than $800,000 to build new
tising and public relations, or
slate.
facilities and repair old ones in
conservation and recreation.
Offered for the first time
area parks, Carl R. Bradley,
Health Care Boards
in 1972, the DeKalb agriparks director, has said.
business program also inThe projects include a new
CLEVELAND t AP)- There bottom for
cludes hosting the four top
the swimming pool
should be health care boards to at Crescent
scholarship - candidates at
Hill, repairs on the
control hospitals,extended-care Chenoweth
company headquarters for a
golf course, a
facilities and nursing homes the sprinkler system
for the Sun _two-day study of business
same as school boards control Valley
operations and interviews
course, new lighting at
schoolsjillffican
with company officials.
,
Hospital As- the Caijfornia Park ball
field,
Special applications for
sociatioir President Stephen pay
ketball courts at Herthes-seholanbipt are available
Morris said Sunday.
rytown, Des Pres, Hays Kenne- from
the state 4-H leader or
"We don't argue that doctors
dy, Lake Dreamland, Riverside
the county extension office
should control medicine, but
and Skyview; as well as rewhich can also provide the
medicine is not the total in- pairs
on the shelter house in
deadline date for submitting
gredient of health care," Mor- Cherokee
Park and the
credentials.
ris said at dedication ceremoShawnee Park ballhouse
The grants are among 245
nies for an $18.5 million, 12-stoscholarships valued at nearly
ry, twin tower complex at
1 72,000 offered through the
Cleveland Metropolitan General
National 4-H Service CommitHospital.
tee during 1972.
'The system must be healthoriented rather than sicknessoriented, providing preventitive Federal State Market News Broeringmeyers Attend
medicine, primary care, spe- Service Julie 5, 1972
cialty care and rehabilitiation," Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Educationa Seminar
l
Market Report Includes 8
said Morris, of Phoenix, Ariz.
"'there must be incentives to Buying Stations
Drs. Richard and Mary
encourage the use of outpatient Receipts: Act. 1396 Est. 700
Broeringm
eyer,
Murray
Receipts:
Act.
1396
Est,
700
facilities, extended care and
nursing home facilities and Barrows and Gilts mostly Chiropractors, attended a
home care programs," tie said. steady to 25 cents higher Sows weekend seminar in Kansas
City, Mo., aking with 40 other
steady to 50 cents higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 26.75-27.25 doctors of chiropractic from the
Recent research in the area of
U.S. and Canada. The
sunflower hybird development US 1-3 200-250 lbs.. 26.00-26.75
educational seminal' was
US
240-260
2-4
lbs.,
25.50-28
00
spearheaded by agronomist Dr.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.00-25.50 sponsored by Clinic Masters, a
Murray L. Kinman, leads the
professional consultant
Sows
U.S.
Department
of US 1-2 270-350 lbs.,
organization which periodically
21.00-22.00
Agruculture to forecast sunbrings its member doctors
flowers as this nation's next US 1-3 300-500 lbs„ 203421.00
together to share knowledge of
1-3
US
500-650
lbs.,
21_00-21,50
"wonder crop".
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 19,51i-20 50 advanced techniques, efficeint
procedures, and reserach
Roars 18.50-20.00
Soybeans rank number one
results.
for vegetable oil production in
FREE PUPPIES
The two-day session at
the world.
Puppies, black and white, one Kansas City's new Alameda
male and one female, two Plaza Hotel featured lectures,
GUEST SPEAKER
_Rev. Jack Jones, minister of months old, are free tee persons workshops, round -table
the Locust Grove , Baptist for pets. For information call discussions, and opportunities
few study in the Clinic Masters
Church, was guest speaker at at 436-2113.
Library of practic-related
the Mid-Continent Baptist
materials.
PUPPIES ARE FREE
College.
Mayfield, this
Seven puppies, mixed collie%
morning at ten o'clock.
are free to persons for pets. Fior
BOND SALES
information call 435-5193 or 435The sale of Series E and H
51.
.
Al) girls enrolled in tOvirling
Savings Bonds hr Cathiy
lessons this -spring - at the City
County for April was $41,503
FREE DOG
Park and any girls interested in
German Shepherd (10,. while the sales for the first four
-aihookLAIPQr,ls_14L.14., female,saie yeeLold, is free to months reached 8113,754 or the
park on Wednesday, Jene 7, at
!acne Orr for a • Pet.- F74.--iii:-*--enninsLitnal pi 1V7,000... Sels5 a.,
-forrnotion_eo 435,4251.
. _ „yEar_ago were $97,366.
A •

Louisville Park

To Be Repaired

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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delvates to the Democratic
National Convention are being
picked in three other primaries-New Jersey(109), New
Mexico (18) and South Dakota
(-17).
McGovern aidet say they
think their man has a good
chance of winning up to twothirds of the New Jersey delegates.
McGovern, Humphrey and
Wallace are considered the
main contenders in New Mexico, where the delegates will be
divided proportionately between
the two top finishers.
McGovern has the only slate
of delegates entered in the primary in South Dakota, his
home state, so is assured of its
17 delegates.
Although Mrs. Chisholm
agreed with McGovern, Yorty
and Hardin on the POW issue,
she said more military pressure was the best U.S. course.
On the issue of the Middle
East, Humphrey charged that
McGovern's defense cutback
proposals would weaken the
U.S. 6th Fleet in the Mediterranean and said "the senator has
not supported in the Congress
of the United States the commitments and the resources
which Israel needs."
McGovern said `le had voted
against a bill with Israel funds
because it also included funds
for Indochina, prompting
Humphrey to say "when it
came to defense appropriations,
it included funds for Vietnam,
you voted for that."
Both said, however, they favor providing Israel with whatever weapons it needs and
standing by that country if it is
attacked.
On another subject, Humphrey and McGovern said they
would support the party nominee. Mrs. Chisholm and Mayor
Yorty said they couldn't pledge
that in advance, while Hardin
emphasized that Wallace has
devoted all of his energies toward winning the Democratic
party nomination.

SAN JOSE, Calif. ( AP) The jurors who acquitted Angela Davis on murder-kidnapconspiracy charges had no major disagreements on her innocence from the start of their
deliberations, the forewoman
said.
Mary Timothy revealed the
lack of discord while attending
a festive party celebrating Sunday's verdict. A Mexican-American on the jury said he related
to defense arguments about the
persecution of blacks.
Another source said the allwhite jury voted at least three
times before handing in its verdict. On the first ballot, taken
Friday afternoon shortly after
they began deliberating, the jurors voted nine for acquittal
and three undecided. There
were no votes for conviction
during-tElballoting,- the source
said.
.. Hysterical sobs of joy intermingled with shrieks of happiness in the courtroom when the
verdict was returned.
Miss Davis wept quietly,
tears streaming down her
cheeks.
She was found innocent of engineering the bloody Aug. 7,
1970, Mann County courthouse
escape attempt in which a
judge, two convicts and their
accomplice were slain. She had
spent 16 months in jail before
she was freed on $102,500 bail
five days before the trial began
Feb. 28.
The tall, 51;ck Corrununist
hugged and kissed members of
the seven-woman, five-man
Jury when they met for the first
time at a pews conference
shortly after the verdict was
announced.
"This is the happiest day of
my life," she told a crowd of
300 supporters outside the
courthouse who had been chanting: "The power of the
people-it set Angela free."
The jubilant Miss Davis declared the acquittal "a people's
victory"-not a triumph for
American justice.
At a private post-verdict party, the lone Mexican-American
on the jury, Louis Franco, told
attorneys he was moved by the
defense's final arguments,
which centered on persecution
of blacks in America for centuries.
Franco said he related it to
the problems of Mexican-Americans.
Prosecutor Albert Harris Jr.,
an assistant state attorney general, declined comment on the
verdict.
During the private celebration at the home of friends
here, Miss Davis toasted her
acquittal and the jurors with
champagne.
All but three of the jury
members showed up at the private party, and Miss Davis told
The Associated Press that the
jurors received her warmly and
brought along their husbands
and wives to meet her.

Acupuncture May
Be Used For Pain

The
Sour
In IM
CalIoi

The verdict climaxed one of
the longest, costliest and most
controversial criminal proceedings in California history.
Miss Davis said she had not
changed her bitter feelings
about American justice, commenting: "The very fact of an
acquittal means that there was
no fair trial--because a fair
trial would have been no trial
at all." She said the state had
no case against her.
It took the jury 13 hours to
reach a verdict after a 13-week
trial. The prosecution put 95
witnesses on the stand and introduced 201 exhibits in its seven-week presentation. The defense put 12 witnesses on the
stand in its three-day "abbreviated case."
Mrs. Timothy, a women's lib
fan who wrote after her name
on some of the verdict forms
"ForeMs," refused to discuss
the jury's thinking in reaching
the verdict. She explained this
might have an effect on the upcoming trial of convict Ruchell
Magee, who was indicted on the
same charges as Miss Davis.
During seven weeks of testimony, the prosecution tried to
prove that Miss Davis was
driven by passionate love for
convict-author George Jackson
to engage in a conspiracy to
free him and that she plotted
with George's brother; Jonathan, 17, toward that tad.
But the plans went awry, the
said, and violent
death was the result for Jonathan, convicts James McClain,
37, and William Christmas, 27,
and Superior Court Judge Harold Haley. Magee was
wounded.
Four guns found in the van in
which the escape was to be
made were registered to Miss
Davis. She had vanished, and
on Aug. 18 she was placed on
the FBI's list of 10 most-wanted
criminals. On Oct. 13, she was
arrested in a downtown New
York hotel.
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(Continued from Page 1)
plans enacted by the General
Assembly in a special session
last year and the regular session this year. The changes
were necessary because U.S.
Census data broken down to the
city block level has shown the
new districts to vary from the
idea tr.ore than the federal
courts allow. Data was not
available in such detail when
the previous plans were
enacted.
-Re-enact a bill setting up a
new State Department for Environmental Protection, a
measure which was passed by
both the House and the Senate
in the regular session but was
misplaced before being enrolled. The new agency would
take over air and- water -pollution and solid waste control
from the Health Department
and strip mine 'reclamation
from the Natural Resources
Department.
-Make a first violation of
Kentucky's present Occupation
Safety and Health Law punishable by a fine of up to 61,000.
The present law calls for only a
warning for the first such offense, which does not meet federal standards.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
chairman of New York State's
medical regulatory board has
predicted that acupuncture
could become an approved
method of deadening pain for
surgical procedures within two
-Modify the state law on
to five years.
Dr. Saul I. Heller, chairman state savings and loan associof the state Board of Medicine, ations. The probable approach
stressed Friday that the proce- to that will be to put off until
,dure in which needlesare in- -July-1, 1974, the effective date
setted into parts of the body is of a bill enacted in the regular
still experimental and not yet 1972 session which would re_ Betfie H. Miller, an employee approved.
quire such associations to have
of the Atomic Energy tomHeller spoke at a news con- federal insurance al their demission's Oak Ridge Operations ference'
posits. The legislators had not
since 1949, has retired with
intended to require such insursome 25 years of Federal serance for all savings and loan
vice.
associations, but the effect of
the bill would be to do that, as
Since joining the AEC, Mrs.
of June 17.
Miller had been a member of
Interim legislative comthe Budget and....Reports
mittees already have approved
Division, first as a library
bills on the voter registration
assiStak,later a reports and
PADUCAH, Ky.(API - The
change and on savings and loan
file clerk, kidd for the past two body of a
river pilot who
associations. Another one exyears she served as a reports drowned when
his barges hit a pects to
have a legislative reapanalyst.
pier at Cannelton Dam was reportionment proposal approved
A native of Calloway County, covered
from the Ohio River by
the time the session conMrs. Miller first .went to Oak during
the weekend:
venes Thursday afternoon and
Ridge in 1944, joining the U.S.
likely to do the same for conArmy's Manhattan Engineer
He was R. W. Griffin, 58,
District as a secretary assigned Brookport, 1,11., missing since gressional reapportionment.
Another committee has asked
tee the Oak Ridge Gaseoue the accident on April 20. Two
menibers of' the crew were in- that a resolution be drafted to
Diffusion Plant.
ratify the equal rights for worn;
Mrs. Miller is a graduate of jured.
en amendment but has not yet
Murray State University and
Griffin was pilot of the Thom- given
served as a recorder at the es
any expression of approvW. Hines, which smashed al or
disapproval of it.
-4J04vo4-54ty-tor--seuie_ seven
1...poesey laridop ihatji
years prior to ('oniing to Oak
inus appears_thaLmosief
had been erected along the the
Ridge.
legislature's' preliminary
dam.
work will have been done beMis. Miller and herr husband,
Robert, now live in Lagena
Griffin had about 35 years' fore the session convenes, makpapestaence.a•Licroter-ptlat..., -• ing an ea1rly adjournarnent pos_
_
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